AGENDA
IRVINE RANCH U/ATER DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 2018

CALL TO ORDER 3:00 p.m., Committee Room, Second Floor, District Office
15600 Sand Canyon Avenue, Irvine, California
ATTENDANCE

Committee Chair: Mary Aileen Matheis
Member: Steve LaMar

ALSO PRESENT

Paul Cook
Beth Beeman
Mark Tettemer
Fiona Sanchez
Paul'Weghorst
Ray Bennett
Paige Midstokke

Cheryl Clary
Patrick Sheilds
Christine Compton
Amy McNulty
Kellie Welch
Jo Ann Corey

COMMUNICATIONS
'Weghorst

2.

Notes:
Public Comments

4.

Determine the need to discuss and/or take action on item(s) introduced that came to the
attention of the District subsequent to the agenda being posted.
Determine which items may be approved without discussion.

1.

INFORMATION
5

PARTICIPATION IN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA IRVINE WATER
RESEARCH CENTER _ WEGHORST
That IRV/D send a letter of commitment to Water UCI to participate as a funding
partner and.member of the Industry Advisory Board of the proposed water
related an Industry-University Cooperative Research Center.

ACTION

6.

2018 LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY UPDATE _ COMPTON/COOK

Recommendation: That the Board adopt an "OPPOSE/OPPOSE UNLESS

AMENDED" position on the "Safe and Affordable Drinking'Water Act" budget
trailer bill and a "SUPPORT IN CONCEPT" position on AB 2050 (Caballero, DSalina).
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ACTION

1.

UPDATE
PLAN _ SANCHEZ/WEGHORST
Recommendation: That the Committee provide input on the proposed
approach to adjusting customer water budget allocations at various stages of
water shortage within the'Water Supply Contingency Plan, which can then be
included in IRWD's annual Proposition 218 notices.

OTHER BUSINESS

8.

Directors'Comments

9.

Adjourn

******r¡***************************************************************************rr***********************
Availability of aeenda materials: Agenda exhibits and other writings that are disclosable public records distributed to all or a majority
of the members of the above-named Committee in connection with a matter subject to discussion or consideration at an open meeting
of the Committee are available for public inspection in the District's office, 15600 Sand Canyon Avenue, Irvine, California ("District
Office"). If such writings are distributed to members of the Committee less than12 hours prior to the meeting, they will be available
from the District Secretary of the District Office at the same time as they are distributed to Committee Members, except that if such
writings are distributed one hour prior to, or during, the meeting, they will be available at the entrance of the meeting room at the
District Offìce.

The Irvine Ranch Water District Committee Room is wheelchair accessible. If you require any special disability-related
accommodations (e.g., access to an amplified sound system, etc.), please contact the District Secretary at (949) 453-5300 during
business hours at least seventy-two (72) hours prior to the scheduled meeting. This agenda can be obtained in an alternative format
upon written request to the District Secretary at least seventy-two (72) hours prior to the scheduled meeting.

February 20,2018
Submitted by: P. Weghorst
Approved by: Paul Ë.
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WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
PARTICIPATION IN THE UNryERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
WATER RESEARCH CENTER
SUMMARY:
In2014, the University of Califomia, Irvine (UCD established an interdisciplinary center in the
UCI School of Social Ecology called Water UCI. Senior representatives from Water UCI have
requested that IRWD become a partner in establishing a water related Industry-University
Cooperative Research Center that would be co-funded by the National Sciences Foundation
(NSF). As a funding partner of the Research Center, IRWD would have a seat on the advisory
group that would suggest research concepts and the selection ofresearchers to conduct research
of importance and benefit to IRWD and the other partners. IRWD's funding contributions would
vary between $30,000 and $50,000 per year, depending on how many other water agencies
participate in the Research Center. Staff recommends that IRWD send a letter of commitment to
Water UCI to participate as a funding partner and member of the Advisory Group of the
proposed water related Industry-University Cooperative Research Center.
BACKGROUND:
IRWD has a long standing relationship with UCI that includes cooperating in the implementation
of research projects, supporting student internship programs, implementing water conservation
programs, and maximizing the use of recycled water. In2014, UCI formed an interdisciplinary
center in the UCI School of Social Ecology called Water UCI. Water UCI was formed to
encourage collaboration among UCI faculty, students and researchers and to engage with
regional and global organizations (including water agencies and non-governmental
organizations) on water and water-energy nexus issues.
Recently, Water UCI requested that IRWD become a partner in establishing an IndustryUniversity Cooperative Research Center that would be co-funded by the NSF. The NSF
supports the development and evolution of these types of research centers, providing a financial
and procedural framework for membership and operations. The purpose of the Cooperative
Research Center at UCI will be to perform cutting-edge research in science, engineering and
technology areas of interest to water agencies in the Orange County arcathat are also of national
importance. An overview of the Research Center that would be established in partnership with
Water UCI is provided as Exhibit "A".
Research Center Funding:

Funding to support the Cooperative Research Center will come from water agencies that agree to
participate as members of the Center's Industrial Advisory Board. At least 90Vo of the Research
Center's program income must be used to support direct costs of research, and up to 10Vo may be
used to support indirect costs. Member agencies would each contribute between $30,000 and
$50,000 per year for the first five years that the Research Center is in operation. The amount
would vary depending on how many agencies are participating on the Advisory Board. The total
pw_UCl_Water_Research-Center, docx
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contributions required from all partners combined would be $150,000 per year. If five agencies
participate on the Advisory Board, then each agency would contribute $30,000 per year. If three
agencies participate, then each agency would contribute $50,000 per year.
During the first five years that the Cooperative Research Center is in operation, the NSF would
match the Advisory Board partner's contributions up to $150,000 per year. The combined
Advisory Board participant and NSF contributions would result in $300,000 in research funds
being available for the Advisory Board to direct and manage research as described below.
Future contributions by the NSF would diminish after the first five years as other funding
sources are secured to make the Research Center independent of the NSF.
Research Center Management:

The Advisory Board will advise the Center's management with respect to the selection of
research projects and strategic planning. Research project concepts developed by the Advisory
Board would be formulated into proposal requests that would be submitted to UCI and other
cooperating universities. The Advisory Board would review the competitive proposals and
award research funding to selected faculty working with graduate students. Each research
project would have a principal researcher and in many cases would have more than one mentor
from partner agencies participating on the Advisory Board.

Benefits to IRWD:

IRWD's participation as a funding partner in the Cooperative Research Center would provide
IRWD a seat on the Advisory Board and allow IRWD to play a signifïcant role in directing
research of importance to the District and other Orange County water agencies. Water UCI has
solicited input from IRWD, Orange County Water District and Municipal Water District of
Orange County on research areas of interest that would benefit the agencies and be of national
interest. The common areas of interest include:

r
r
o
o
o
o
r
r
r
o
o
o

Reverse osmosis membrane research;

Potable water treatment optimization;
Potable reuse water quality monitoring technology;
Brine concentration and management;
Wetland treatment operations and design;
Natural treatment systems;
Emerging contaminanlpharmaceuticals related reseæch;
Potential for direct potable reuse in Orange County;
Storm water capture and use;
Water use efficiency;
'Water
supply reliability planning including climate variability implications; and
Unintended consequences water use efficiency programs have on recycled water quality
and supply development, wastewater systems, and treatment processes.
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Other agencies that are considering paficipating in the Research Center include Santa Margarita
Water District and Orange County Sanitation District.

FISCAL IMPACTS:
Depending on how many water agencies commit to participating as a funding partner in the
proposed Research Center, IRWD would need to contribute between $30,000 and $50,000 per
year for research over the next five years. Adequate funding will be requested in the upcoming
operating budget to cover IRWD's contribution for Fiscal Year 2018-19. Additional requests
will be included in future operating budgets for IRWD's participation in the following years.
Annual contributions to the Research Center of between $30,000 and $50,000 would be made
consistent with staff authorities.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE:
None.

RECOMMENDATION:
That IRWD send a letter of commitment to Water UCI to participate as a funding partner and
member of the Industry Advisory Board of the proposed water related an Industry-University
Cooperative Research Center.

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
Exhibit "A"

-

Overview of \Vater UCI Industry-University Cooperative Research Center

EXHIBIT "A''

Overview of Water UCI lndustry-University
Cooperative Research Center (IUCRC)
(Provided by Water UCI

- February 15, 2018)

Water UCI is an interdisciplinary center in the UC lrvine School of Social Ecology.
Water UCI was launched in July 2014 to: 1) foster collaboration among UCI faculty,
students, and researchers on boundary-spanning research, education, and outreach;
and,2) employ Southern California as a point of departure to engage regional and
global stakeholders (e.9., water agencies, NGOs) in tackling grand challenges facing
the world's freshwater such as climate variability, population growth, urbanization, and
the energy-water nexus.
The NSF IUCRC program enables industrially-relevant, pre-competitive research via a
multi-member, sustained partnerships among industry, academe, and government. The
partnership is formalized in each Center's lndustrial Advisory Board (¡AB), which
advises the Center's management on all aspects of the Center, from research project
selection and evaluation to strategic planning. lt is important to note that all IAB
members have common ownership of the entire IUCRC research portfolio; however,
individual firms can provide additional support for specific "enhancement" projects under
separate arrangements with the respective university. The partnership is given even
greater strength by the direct involvement of industry representatives in research
projects. Each project in the Center has a principal researcher (typically the project's
research professor) and in many cases also has one or more mentors from industry
(who may be a IAB representatives or engineers or scientists assigned from an IAB
member company).
New IUCRCs start at Phase I that lasts five years. As a Center progresses, it is likely to
have increased opportunÍties for funding from additional firms, other federal agencies
and laboratories, and state and local governments; thus, increasing the leverage of NSF
funds. After five years, Sites within Centers that continue to meet the IUCRC Program
requirements may request support for a second five-year (Phase ll) period. After ten
years, Sites within Centers may apply for a third five-year (Phase lll) period. Phase lll
awards are provided for Centers that demonstrate significant impact on industry
research as measured through robust and sustained membership, student impact,
annual reports, site visits, and adherence to IUCRC requirements. Centers are
expected to be fully supported by private and public partners after fifteen years as an
IUCRC.

Required Funding From lndustry Partners
Membership fees received by the Center are considered program income. At least g0%
of the IUCRC program income must be used to support direct costs of the research, and
up to 10% may be used to support indirect costs.

A-1

Membership fee requirement levels (per Site) are
a

o
a

Phase /: a minimum of $150,000 in-cash (no in-kind cash equivalent) annually
and 3 distinct full members.
Phase //: a minimum of $200,000 in-cash (no in-kind cash equivalent) annually
and 4 distinct full members.
Phase ///: a minimum of $250,000 in-cash (no in-kind cash equivalent) annually
and 5 distinct full members.

Funding from NSF
o

o

Phase I - First Five Year Center Award
Site meeting minimum membership requirement receives $150,000 annually
from NSF.
Phase ll - Second Five Year Center Award
Site meeting minimum membership requirement receives $100,000 annually
from NSF.
Phase lll - Third Fíve Year Center Award
Site meeting minimum membership requirement receives $50,000 annually from
NSF.

Phase I and Phase ll Sites that exceed minimum membership requirements during their
fíve years of operations are eligible to request addítional funding for the subsequent
Phase. The additional requested amount is equivalent to half of the total in-cash only
membership fees collected in excess of the required minimum durÍng the current
operating Phase, not to exceed $50,000 per Site, per year.

Water UCI IUCRC: Water Resilience and Sustainability Center

Participating Universities: University of California, lrvine and Universíty of Nevada,
Reno, Sacramento State University (potential)

Potential lndustry Partners: OCWD, IRWD, MWDOC, Santa Margarita
Research thrusts (potential research areas- actual thrusts to be determined in
partnership with lndustry Advisory Board):

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Reverse osmosis membrane research

Potable water treatment optimization
Potable reuse water quality monitoring technology
Brine concentration and management
Wetland treatment operations and design

Naturaltreatmentsystems
Emerging contaminant/pharmaceuticals related research
Potentialfor direct potable reuse in Orange County
Storm water capture and use
Water use efficiency

A-2

o
o

Water supply reliability planning including climate variability implications
Unintended consequences water use efficiency programs have on recycled water quality
and supply development, wastewater systems, and treatment processes

A-3

February 20,2018
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V/ATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
2018 LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY UPDATE

SUMMARY
This report provides an update on the 2018legislative session and IRWD's legislative and
regulatory priorities. As legislation and regulations develop, staff will provide updates and
recommendations to the Water Resources Policy and Communications Committee and the
Board, as appropriate. Staff recommends that the Board consider the following
actions/positions:

Bill- "OPPOSE/OPPOSE

a

"Safe and Affordable Drinking Water Act" Budget Trailer
UNLESS AMENDED"; and

a

AB 2050 (Caballero, D-Salina) - Small Wøter System Authority Actiott of 2018
..SUPPORT IN CONCEPT".

-

BACKGROUND:
The second year of the 20ll-2018 legislative session is in full swing. State Senator Toni Atkins
(D-San Diego) has been formally elected President pro Tem of the State Senate and will take
office in her new role on March 21,2018. In addition, members of the Legislature with two-year
bills remaining in their house of origin at the beginning of the year had until January 31 to have
the bill heard and passed over to the other house. Those bills failing to meet the house of origin
deadline are now dead. Members had until February 16 to introduce any new bills.

A copy of the 2018 Legislative Matrix is attached as Exhibit "A". Exhibit "B" is the 2018
Legislative Update Report Links to Bill and Regulatory Texts, which contains links to the bills
and regulations discussed below, unless a separate exhibit is noted.
State of the State:

Governor Brown delivered his annual State of the State address to a joint session of the
Legislature on January 25. The Governor's address focused on what the State has achieved
during his Administration. Of particular note, he highlighted the passage of legislation related to
pension reform, workers' compensation reform, the water bond, the Rainy Day Fund, and the
Cap-and-Trade Program's reauthorization. Additionally, he focused on the destructive forest
fires that have impacted the state saying:
"The devastating forest fires and the mudslides are a profound and growing challenge.
Eight of the state's most destructive fires have occurred in the last five years. Last year's
Thomas fire in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties was the largest in recorded history.
The mudslides that followed were among the most lethal the state has ever encountered.
In2OI7, we had the highest average summer temperatures in recorded history. Over the
cc 2018 lrgislative Update- WRP- February.docx
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last 40 years, California's fire season has increased 78 days
nearly year-round.

-

and in some places

it is

So we have to be ready with the necessary firefighting capability and communication
'We
systems to warn residents of impending danger.
also have to manage our forests
and soils
more intelligently.

-

-

Toward that end, I will convene a task force composed of scientists and knowledgeable
forest practitioners to review thoroughly the way our forests are managed and suggest
ways to reduce the threat of devastating fires. They will also consider how California can
increase resiliency and carbon storage capacity. Trees in California should absorb COz,
not generate huge amounts of black carbon and greenhouse gas as they do today when
forest fires rage across the land."
Govemor Brown also emphasized water and water infrastructure during his State of the State.
His comments on water consisted of the following statement:

"As the climate changes and more water arrives as rain instead of snow, it is crucial that
we are able to capture the overflow in a timely and responsible way. That, together with
recycling and rainwater recapture will put us in the best position to use water wisely and
in the most efficient way possible. 'We are also restoring the Sacramento and San Joaquin
watersheds to protect water supplies and improve California's iconic salmon runs.
Finally, we have the California Waterfix, a long studied and carefully designed project to
modernize our broken water system. I am convinced that it will conserve watero protect
the fish and the habitat in the Delta and ensure the delivery of badly needed water to the
millions of people who depend on California's aqueducts. Local water districts
- in
both the North and South
are providing the leadership and the financing because they
know it is vital for their communities,
and for the whole state. That is true, and that is the
reason why I have persisted."
State Budget Update:
J anuary Rev enue Nurnb

e

rs :

On February 13,2018, State Controller Betty Yee released her monthly report on the State's
finances. She announced that the State took in $17.35 billion during the month of January. This
was $2.37 billion, or 15.8 percent, higher than the proposed budget estimates and $1.45 billion,
or 9.1 percent, higher than projections contained in the FY 2017 -2018 Budget Act.

Additionally, the Controller reported:
"For the first seven months of the 2017-18 fiscal year, total revenues of $74.56 billion are
higher than expected in the January budget proposal by 4.0 percent, 7.5 percent above the
enacted budget's assumptions, and 1 1.7 percent higher than the same perio d in 2016-17 ."
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The State's outstanding loan balance was $5.0+ billion, which was $5.19 billion, or 47.9 percent,
less than proposed budget estimates and $5.02 billion, or 47.1percent, less than the FY 20172018 Budget Act.
2018 State Legislative Update:

"Making Water Conservation a CalifurníaWøy of Lífe":
Since the beginning of last year, staff has worked with various stakeholders and the Association
of California Water Agencies (ACIVA) on long-term water use efficiency and drought planning
legislation. As reported to the Board, at the end of session there remained two active bills on
"Making Water Conservation a California Way of Life"
AB 1668 (Friedman, D-Glendale)
(Hertzberg,
and SB 606
D-Van NuyslSkinner, D-Oakland). SB 606 and AB 1668 are two-year
bills. SB 606 is currently located on the Assembly Third Reading File and AB 1668 is in the
Senate Rules Committee.

-

Staff continues to meet with various stakeholders on the bills in order to seek amendments
requested by the water community that would improve the proposals currently before the
Legislature and ensure they can be implemented consistent with the intent of the authors and the
Administration. Staff will provide an update on the ongoing discussions taking place on the
legislation.

In addition to SB 606 and AB 1668, several other bills have been introduced that relate to water
conservation and "Making Water Conservation a California Way of Life". Those bills include:
AB 2038 (Gallagher, R- Chico), Countywide Drought andWater Shortage Contingency
Plans, relates to drought and water shortage vulnerability of small water suppliers and in
rural communities;
o

AB 2241 (Rubio, D-West Covina), Sustainable Water Use and Demand Reduction:
Legislative Finds and Declarations, was introduced as a spot bill;

a

AB 2242 (Rubio, D-West Covina), UrbanWater Management Planning, was introduced
as a spot

a

AB 2266 (Bigelow, R-O'NeaIs), Urban Water Management Planning, was introduced as a
spot

o

bill;

bill;

and

SB 952 (Anderson, R-EI Cajon), Water Conservatíon: Local Water Supplies, was
introduced as a spot bill.

Water Tax- SB 623 (Monning, D-Santa Cruz) and Budget Trailer Bill Proposal:

In20l7,

Senator Bill Monning (D-SantaCraz) authored SB 623. SB 623 would have established
the Safe and Affordable Drinking Water Fund in the State Treasury and would have provided
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that the moneys in the fund be continuously appropriated to the State Water Resources Control
Board for grants, loans, contracts, or services to assist those without access to safe and affordable
drinking water consistent with a fund implementation plan to be adopted annually by the State
Board. On August 21, the bill was amended to include a fee on fertilizer, a fee on milk, and a
monthly water tax of the following:

o
.
.
r
o

$0.95 per month for meters less than or equal to 1";
$4.00 per month for meters less than or equal to 2";
$6.00 per month for meters less than or equal to 4";
$10.00 per month for meters greater than"4; and
Customers without a meter would be taxed at arateof $0.95.

SB 623 remains a two-year bill and is being held in Assembly Rules Committees. Last year,
IRWD adopted an "oppose/oppose unless amended" position on SB 623 and advocate against
any water tax inconsistent with the Board-adopted policy on a public good charge/statewide user
fee.

In addition, the Administration has released a budget trailer bill labeled as "Safe and Affordable
Drinking'Water Act" which proposes in the form of a budget trailer bill the agricultural fees and
water tax included in SB 623. Given the budget trailer bills similæity to SB 623 and its
inconsistency with the Board-adopted policy on a public good charge/statewide user fee, staff
recommends that the Board adopted an 'ooppose/oppose unless amended" position on the budget
trailer bill.
Staff has continued to work with ACWA and the District's other industry partners to oppose a
water tax. Staff will be available to provide an update on any new developments.
AB 2050: Small Water System Authority Action of 201 8:

In addition to the discussions taking place on a water tax to address water quality issues within
disadvantaged communities, the water community has continued to think about other ways to
address the challenges facing many communities in the state. The Eastern Municipal Water
District (EMWD), in partnership with the California Municipal Utilities Association (CMUA),
has put forth a proposal that would address the management and governance challenges facing
water systems within disadvantaged communities. The proposal has been authored and
introduced by Assemblymember Anna Caballero (D'Salinas) in AB 2050.
Small System'Water
AB 2050 is intended to create a new category of water agency
- a operate
currently nonAuthority with unique powers to absorb, improve and competently
compliant public water systems with either contiguous or non-contiguous boundaries. Small
System Water Authorities would consolidate failing small water systems that are voluntarily
donated to the authority to provide technical, managerial and financial capabilities to ensure the
provision of safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water and local governance. As currently in
print, AB 2050 would create the Small System Water Authority Act of 2018 and state legislative
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fîndings and declarations relating to authorities of small system water authorities as EM\ilD and
CMUA continue to refine legislative language related to the creation of small system water
authorizes.
Given the important role governance will play in California's ability to address water quality
issues within disadvantaged communities, staff recommends that the Board adopt a 'osupport in
concept" position on AB 2050.
2018 State Regulatory Update:
State Water Resources Control Board "Prohibiting Wasteful Water Use Practices" Regulations:

At the end of last year, the State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) proposed and
accepted comments on draft regulations "Prohibiting Wasteful Water Use Practices." The
District, along with many others in the water community, submitted comments on the draft
regulations. Of particular interest to the District was the inclusion of recycled water irrigation of
publicly-owned or maintained turf within the draft regulations.
At the end of January, the State Board released revised draft regulations, which are attached as
Exhibit "C". The revised regulations now exclude recycled water irrigation of publicly-owned
and maintained turf from the prohibited uses if the recycled water inigation system serving the
landscape was installed prior to January 1, 2018. The State Board accepted public comments on
the revised regulations until February 14,2018. The District submitted comments on the revised
regulation.
The State Board is scheduled to consider the revised regulations at its February 20 meeting.
Staff will provide an update on any new developed related to the regulations.
201

I

Federal Legislation:

T r ump Admini

st

r at

i

on I nfr ø s t ruc t ur e

P r o p o s al

:

As has been widely reported, President Donald Trump released his infrastructure plan for
moving forward an infrastructure funding package to rebuild America's infrastructure and to get
Americans back to work. The plan titled a "Legislative Outline for Rebuilding Infrastructure in
America" is at attached as ExhibitooD''.
The plan proposes to stimulate $1.5 trillion in new investments in the nation's infrastructure.
The plan proposes to stimulate this investment through $200 billion in Federal funding, and
focuses on streamlining permitting timelines and an investment in rural infrastructure. Staff
be available to discuss the plan further.

FISCAL IMPACTS:
Not applicable.

will
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE:
Not applicable.
RECOMMENDATION:
That the Board adopt an "OPPOSE/OPPOSE UNLESS AMENDED" position on the "Safe and
Affordable Drinking Water Act" budget trailer bill and a "SUPPORT IN CONCEPT" position
on AB 2050 (Caballero, D-Salina).

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit

"A" - IRWD Legislative Matrix
"8" - 2018 tægislative Update Report Links to Bill Texts
"C"

'6D"

-

Revised "Prohibiting Wasteful Water Use Practices" Regulations
Legislative Outline for Rebuilding Infrastructure in America

EXHIBIT O'A''
IRWD 2016 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 0211412018

Bill No.
Author
AB

18

Garcia E (D)

Title

IRWD

SummaryÆffects

Status

Enacts the California Clean Water, Climate, Coastal Protection and
Outdoor Access For All Act, which would authorize the issuance of
bonds to finance a clean water, climate, and coastal protection and
outdoor access for all program. Provides for the submission of
these provisions to the voters at the statewide direct primary

0813112017 - In SENATE. Joint Rule
62(a) suspended.;O9l3l l2ol7 - From
SENATE Committee on NATURAL
RESOURCES AND V/ATER: Do pass
to Committee on GOVERNANCE
AND FINANCE.;08/31/2017 - From
SENATE Committee on

Position
Clean Water, Climate, and
Coastal Protection Act

election.

GOVERNANCE AND FINANCE:

DO

pass to Committee on

AB

161

Department of Finance:

Levine (D)

Infrastructure Investment

AB 196

Greenhouse Gas Reduction
Fund: Water Supply

Bigelow (R)

AB

66¿t

Steinorth (R)

Political Reform Act:
Campaign Fund

Expenditures

1'8732
Frazier (D)

Levee Maintenance

Authorizes the Department of Finance to identify infrastructure
proiects in the state for which the department will guarantee a rate
of return on investment for an investment made in that
infrastructure project by the Public Employees' Retirement System.
Amends the Global Warming Solutions Act, which creates the
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund and authorizes specified
investments, including water use and supply. Authorizes the use of
the moneys in the fund for electric pump efficiency, water and
wastewater systems, pump and pump motor efficiency
improvements, and drinking water transmission and distribution
systems' water loss if the investment furthers the regulatory
purposes of the act and is consistent with law.
Prohibits a parent, grandparent, sibling, child, or grandchild ofan
elected officer or a candidate for elective office, from receiving, in
exchange for goods, services, facilities, or anything ofvalue.
Extends indefinitely the operation ofthe authorization to advance
funds to reimburse local agencies under a program for the
maintenance or improvement of project or nonproject levees.
Postpones the operation of certain related provisions.

A-1

APPROPRIATIONS.
08/2112017 - In SENATE Committee
on APPROPRIATIONS: Not heard.

09101/2011- In SENATE Committee
on APPROPRIATIONS: Held in

committee.

0ll29l20t8 - In ASSEMBLY. Read
third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
r.**xxTo SENATE.
O9lOll2O17 - In SENATE Committee
on APPROPRIATIONS: Held in

committee.

IRWD

2016

LEGISLATIVE MATRIX

Updated 021t412018

Bill No.
Author
AB 869
Rubio (D)

Title

IRWD

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position
Requires long-term standards for urban water conservation and
water use to include a credit for recycled water. Prohibits an urban
retailer water supplier from being required to reduce the amount of
recycled water it produces, sells, or distributes for beneficial
potable or nonpotable uses during a period when water
conservation measures are in effect.

Sustainable Water Use
Recycled Water

08/2412011 - From SENATE
Committee on NATURAL
RESOURCES AND V/ATER with
aurhor's amendments. ;08/2412011 - In
SENATE. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Committee on

NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER.

AB 987
Calderon I (D)

AB 1000
Friedman (D)

aB

1017
Santiago (D)

Water Quality, Supply, and
Infrastructure
Improvement

Water Conveyance:
Unused Facility Capacity

Collective Bargaining
Agreements: Arbitration

WATCH

Amends existing law relating to the State General Obligation Bond
Law. Relates to the capital asset exception provided under
Proposition l. Clarifies that a conflict exists for purposes of that
exception if any provision of this division authorizes, either
expressly or by necessary implication, a project or program that
would not result in the creation ofa capital asset, including projects
relating to the prevention, cleanup, treatment, or remediation of
contaminated groundwater, or other such projects.

09llll20l1- In SENATE. Read second
time. To third reading.;09/1112011 -

Prohibits a transferor of water from using a water conveyance
facility that has unused capacity to transfer water from a
groundwater basin underlying desert lands that is in the vicinity of
specified federal lands or state lands to outside of the groundwater
basin unless the State Lands Commission, in consultation with the
Department of Fish and Wildlife, finds that the transfer of the water
will not adversely affect the natural or cultural resources ofthose
federal and state lands.

09l0ll2jl7 - In SENATE

Amends the existing law, with regard to disputes concerning
collective bargaining agreements for private employees. Provides
for such provision apply to public employment. Limits liability for
attorney's fees under such provisions to a labor organization or
employer.

09115/2017 - In ASSEMBLY. Ordered
returned to SENATE. **x*xTo

A-2

Re-referred to SENATE Committee on

RULES.

Committee

on APPROPRIATIONS: Held in

committee.

SENATE.

IRWD

2O16

LEGISLATIVB MATRIX

Updated

BÍll No.
Author
AB

T27O

Gallagher (R)

1273

^B
Gallagher (R)

Title

Weber (D)

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position
Dams and Reservoirs:
Inspections and Reporting

Amends existing law that requires the Department of Water
Resources to inspect dams, reservoirs, and appurtenant structures
once per fiscal year. Requires the owner ofa dam to operate critical
outlet and spillway control features on an annual basis and to
demonstrate their full operability in the presence of the Department.
Provides certain inspection reports may be withheld from public
release. Requires the Department to provides specified information
on its website.

02/1312018 - Enrolled.

Environmental Quality
Act: Exemption: Levee

Amends the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Exempts from the requirements of the CEQA, repairs of critical
levees of the State Plan of Flood Control within an existing levee
footprint to meet standards of public health and safety. Requires the
lead agency to take certain actions regarding the repairs.

01llll20l1- In SENATE

Requires the Department of Water Resources to convene a
stakeholder workgroup. Requires the workgroup to develop,
evaluate, and recommend proposals for establishing new water use
targets for urban water suppliers and report to the Governor and the
Legislature. Requires all expenses to be the responsibility ofthe
nonstate agency stakeholders.

O8l2ll2Ùl7 - In SENATE Committee
on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense

Requires State Water Resources Control Board to give priority to
adopting general conditions that permit a registrant to store water
for small irrigation use during times of high streamflow in
exchange for the registrant reducing diversions during periods of
low streamflow. Exempts an entity from the requirement to enter
into a lake or streambed alteration agreement with the department
under specified circumstances.

O9lO1l2Ùl'7 - In SENATE Committee
on APPROPRIATIONS: Held in

Repairs

AB 1323

IRWD

0211.412018

Sustainable Water Use and
Demand Reduction

AB 1420

Water Rights: Small

Aguiar-Curry
(D)

Irrigation Use

A-3

Committee

on NATURAL RESOURCES AND

WATER: Failed

passage.

File.

committee.

IRWD 2016 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 0211412018

Bill No.
Author

Title

1529

^B
Thurmond

IRWD

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position
(D)

Requires valid and current certifications for cross connection

Cross Connection or
Backflow Prevention
Inspectors

inspection or backflow prevention device inspection, testing, and
maintenance that meet specified requirements for competency to be
considered approved certification tests, until the Water Resources
Control Board promulgates specified regulations or by a specified
date. Prohibits a water supplier from refusing to recognize
certifìcations tests that meet standards set by regulations of the

09/15/2011- In SENATE. Read third
time. Failed to pass
SENATE.;09115/2017 - In SENATE.
Motion to reconsider;09115/2011 - In

SENATE. Reconsideration
granted.;09/15/2017 - In SENATE.
From third reading. To Inactive File.

board.

AB 1654

'Water Conservation

Rubio @)

coSPONSOR

ofthe Legislature to enact legislation necessary to
help make water conservation a California way of life.

States the intent

&

07119/2011 - Re-refered to SENATE

Committee on RULES.

SUPPORT
1667

(D)
^B
Friedman

AB 1668
Friedman (D)

W'ater Management

OPPOSE

Planning

Water Management
Planning

OPPOSE

UNLESS

AMENDED

Requires the State W'ater Resources Control Board to adopt longterm standards for urban water conservation and water use on or
before the specified date. Requires the board to adopt performance
measures for commercial, industrial, and institutional water use on
or before that date. Require an urban water supplier to calculate a
water use target beginning the calendar year after the board adopts
long-term standards for urban water conservation and water use.
Relates to submission of specified information.
Requires the State'Water Resources Control Board to adopt long
term standards for the efficient use of water and performance
measures for certain water uses. Requires the department to
conduct necessary studies. Establishes a specified number of
gallons as a standard for indoor residential water use effective until
a specified date. Requires use of available data to identify small
water suppliers and rural communities that may be at risk of
drought and water shortage no later than a specific date.

A-4

01111/2011- In SENATE Committee
on NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER: Heard, remains in

Committee.

0911512011 - From SENATE
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS
Do pass to Committee on RULES.

IR\ryD 2016 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 0211412018

Bill No.
Author
aB

1740

Daly (D)

Title

IRWD

Status

Summary/Effects

Position
Fire Insurance: Valuation
of Loss

Deletes the provisions regarding the actual cash value of the claim
oftotal loss to the structure and instead requires that the actual cash
value of the claim, for either a total or partial loss to the structure or
its contents, be the amount it would cost the insured to repair,
rebuild, or replace the thing lost or injured less a fair and
reasonable deduction for physical depreciation based upon its
condition at the time of the injury or the policy limit, whichever is

01/1612018 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on INSURANCE.

less.

AB t745

Vehicles: Clean Cars 2040

Ting (D)

Act

Requires all new passenger vehicles to be zero emissions vehicles
after January l,2O4O. States that zero emissions vehicles cannot
produce exhaust emissions of any criteria pollutant or greenhouse
gas under any operational mode or condition. Exempts large
commercial vehicles (larger than 10,000 pounds) and does not
apply to vehicles owned by people moving into California from

0111612018 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on TRANSPORTATION

other states.

aB

1748

Steinorth (R)

Property Taxation: Base
Year Value Transfer

Requires, subject to specified procedures, the base year value of
property that is eligible for the homeowner's exemption of any
person, regardless ofage or disability, to be transferred to any
replacement dwelling, regardless of the value of the replacement
property or whether the replacement property is located within the

0111612018 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on REVENUE AND

TAXATION.

same county.

AB t770

Local Government:

Steinorth (R)

Investments

Revises the maximum 5-year maturity requirement regarding
investment in securities by a local agency to instead require that the
securities have a maximum remaining security of 5 years or less.
Eliminates the requirement that the securities issuer be rated A or
its equivalent or better for the issuer's debts as provided by an

NRSRO.

A-5

Oll22/2018 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on LOCAL

GOVERNMENT.

IR\ryD 2016 LEGISLATIVE MATRIX
Updated 0211412018

Bill No.
Author

Title

IR\ryD
Position

Status

SummaryÆffects

Fire Insurance: Indemnity

Extends the minimum time limit during which an insured may
collect the full replacement cost of a loss relating to a state of
emergency to 36 months.

01122/2018 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on INSURANCE.

Frazier (D)

Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta: Stewardship

Increases the membership of the Delta Stewardship Council to l3
members, including 1l members and 2 nonvoting members.

0112912018 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on WATER, PARKS AND

aB

Council
Global Warming Solutions

1772

^B
Aguiar-Curry
(D)
AB L876

1945
Garcia E (D)

Act of2006: Greenhouse
Gas

AB 1989

California Safe Drinking

Mathis (R)

Water Act

AB

Safe Drinking Water State

1,991

Mathis (R)

Revolving Fund Law of

AB 2003
Daly (D)

Public Contracts:
Sanitation Districts

WILDLIFE.
Makes a nonsubstantive change to existing law which requires the
Department of Finance to develop a 3-year investment plan for the
moneys deposited in the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund.

OI 129

I2OI8 - INTRODUCED.

Makes nonsubstantive changes to existing law which requires any
person who owns a public water system to ensure that the system,
among other things, provides a reliable and adequate supply of
pure, wholesome, healthful, and potable water.

O2IO1

I2OI8. INTRODUCED.

Makes nonsubstantive changes to existing law establishing the Safe
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund.

O2IO1 12018

Relates to existing law which requires a sanitation district, when an
expenditure for work exceeds a specified amount, to contract with
the lowest responsible bidder after notice. Requires the notice to be
published in a manner that the district board determines to be
reasonable, which may include, but is not limited to, newspapers,
Internet Web sites, radio, television, or other means of mass

O2ll2l2ol8 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on LOCAL

- INTRODUCED.

1997

GOVERNMENT.

communication.

(D)
^82017
Chiu

Public Employers:
Employee Organizations

Prohibits a public employer from deterring or discouraging
prospective public employees from becoming or remaining
members of an employee organization.

021t212018 - To ASSEMBLY
Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYEES,
RETIREN,IENT AND SOCIAL

SECURITY.

A-6
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Bill No.
Author

Title

AB 2038

Countywide drought and
water shortage contingency

IRWD

Status

SummarylEffects

Position
Requires the Department of Water Resources, in consultation with
the State W'ater Resources Control Board and other relevant state
and local agencies and stakeholders, to use available data to
identify small water suppliers and rural communities that may be at
risk ofdrought and water shortage vulnerability and requires the
department to notify counties and groundwater sustainability
agencies of those suppliers or communities.

0210612018 - INTRODUCED,

Residential graywater
reuse systems: incentives

Expresses the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation to extend
financial incentives to single-family and multi-family homeowners
to incentivize the purchase of residential graywater reuse systems.

02/0612018 - INTRODUCED

aB 2050

Small System Water

Authority Act of 2018

Creates the Small System Water Authority Act of 2018 and state
legislative findings and declarations relating to authorizing the
creation of small system water authorities that will have powers to
absorb, improve, and competently operate noncompliant public
water systems. Defines various terms and requires a change in
organization to be carried out as set forth in the Cortese-KnoxHertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000.

0210612018 - INTRODUCED

Caballero (D)

aB 2060

Water: grants: advanced
payments

Requires the Department of Water Resources to provide advanced
payment for specified water projects of a specified amount or
specified percentage of a grant award, whichever is less. Eliminates
the requirement that the grant award for the project be less than a
specified amount to obtain advanced payment. Eliminates the
repeal of advanced payment provisions.

0210612018 - INTRODUCED.

Garcia E (D)

Integrated Regional Water
Management Plans: Grants

Requires a project proponent, upon completion ofthe first one-half
of a project receiving a regional water management grant award, to

O2IO'7

^82064
Gloria (D)

Gallagher (R)

plans

^82042
Steinorth (R)

provide a first one-half project accountability report to the
Department of Water Resources that reports the completion of
objectives for the first one-half of the project and documents the
expenditure and use of advanced grant funds.

A-7

/2018 . INTRODUCED
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Bill No.
Author

Title

IRWD

SummaryÆffects

Status

Position

aB 2065

Local agencies: surplus

Ting (D)

land

Lß207I

/2018 - INTRODUCED.

Expands the definition of local agency to include sewer, water,
utility, and local and regional park districts, joint powers
authorities, successor agencies to former redevelopment agencies,
housing authorities, and other political subdivisions ofthis state and
any instrumentality thereof that is empowered to acquire and hold
real property, thereby requiring these entities to comply with the
requirements for the disposal of surplus land.

O2IO7

Accessory dwelling units
improvements: liability

Provides that a public entity, public officer, or an employee of a
public entity, is not liable for any personal injury, death, property
damage, or inverse condemnation, that has arisen from or is related
to the use of an accessory dwelling unit and that is proximately
caused by any utility system that the public entity owns, operates,
or maintains if the legislative body of a local agency has permitted
the equipment, or accessory dwelling unit, to remain in the same
location prior to January 201 8.

O2IO'7 12018

L82072

State Vy'ater Resources

Control Board:

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board, to the extent
that the state board determines funds are available, to establish and
maintain a dedicated program to research contaminants of emerging
concern to understand the contaminants entering drinking water
supplies. Requires the program to research the impacts of
contaminants of emerging concern on human health and the

O2IO7

Quirk (D)

Bloom (D)

contaminants

- INTRODUCED.

I2OI8 - INTRODUCED

environment.

^82077
Limon (D)

Electricity: Net Energy
Metering: Eligible

Relates to net energy metering of eligible customer-generators

of

O2IO] I2OI8 : INTRODUCED

electricity.

Customer

^82t54
Bonta (D)

Public Employment: Labor
Relations: Release Time

Prescribes requirements relating to release time that would apply to
all of the public employers and employees subject to specified
public employee acts and would generally repeal the provisions
relating to release time in those acts.

A-8

O2I

I2I2OI8 - INTRODUCED
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Title

Bill No.
Author

Municipal Corporations:

Gipson (D)

Public Utility Service

Limon (D)
^82225

Public Agencies: Data
Protection: Standards

Rubio (D)

A82242
Rubio (D)

aß2249
Cooley (D)

tß2266
Bigelow (R)

Status

Summary/Effects

Position

LB 2179

Aß 2241

IRWD

Authorizes a municipal corporation to utilize the alternative
procedures to lease, sell, or transfer that portion of a municipal
utility used for furnishing sewer service outside the boundaries of
the municipal corporation.

O2I

I2I2OI8 - INTRODUCED

States the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation that would

O2I

13/2018 - INTRODUCED

require public agencies to meet increased data protection standards
by enhancing password protection requirements and annually
assessing cybersecurity responses.
/2018 - INTRODUCED.

Sustainable Water Use and
Demand Reduction

Makes nonsubstantive changes in legislative findings and
declarations regarding the need to reduce urban water use statewide
by 207o and to effectively measure a water supplier's efforts to
reduce urban water use in its service area.

O2I 13

Urban Water Management
Planning

Makes nonsubstantive changes in findings and declarations relating
to urban water management planning.

02/ I3I2OI8 _ INTRODUCED

Public Contracts: Local
Agencies: Alternative

O2I

I3I2OI8 - INTRODUCED.

Procedure

Authorizes public projects of $60,000 or less to be performed by
the employees ofa public agency, authorize public projects of
$200,000 or less to be let to contract by informal procedures, and
require public projects of more than $200,000 to be let to contract
by formal bidding procedures.

Urban water management
planning

Makes a nonsubstantive change in findings and declarations
concerning urban water management planning.

O2I

I3I2O18 - INTRODUCED

A-9

IRWD

2016

LEGISLATIVE MATRIX

Updated

Title

Bill No.
Author

02/ I3I2O18 - INTRODUCED.

Local Government
Renewable Energy
Program

Repeals the requirement that when the last billing cycle of a 12month period is reached, any remaining credit is reset to zero.
Repeals the Local Government Renewable Energy Self-Generated
Program.

O2I

I3I2O18 - INTRODUCED

Income taxes: exclusion
turf removal program

Extends the operation of existing law which provides an exclusion
from gross income for any amount received as a rebate, voucher, or
other financial incentive issued by a local water agency or supplier
for participation in a turf removal water conservation program.

O2I

I3I2OI8 - INTRODUCED

Local public employee
labor relations

Makes nonsubstantive changes to provisions of the Meyers-MiliasBrown Act.

O2I

13I2OI8 - INTRODUCED

California Environmental

Specifies that, except as provided, the aesthetic effects of projects
meeting certain requirements are not significant effects on the
environment for the purposes of California Environmental Quality
Act and that the lead agency is not required to evaluate the aesthetic
of those projects.

O2I

IO/2018 - INTRODUCED

Solid Waste Facilities:

Mathis (R)

Pharmaceutical Waste

A82278

^82283
Holden (D)

aB 2305
Rodriguez (D)

^82341
Mathis (R)

Quality Act

SB 24

Political Reform Act of

Portantino (D)

Status

Summary/Effects

Vests the Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery with
the primary responsibility for the disposal of home- generated
pharmaceutical waste and would require the Department of
Resources Recycling and Recovery, in collaboration with the State
Department of Public Health, the Department of Toxic Substances
control, and the California State Board of Pharmacy, to adopt
regulations authorizing the incineration of home- generated
pharmaceutical waste by solid waste facilities.

A82277

Berman (D)

IR\ryD
Position

0211.412018

7

97 4 :

Economic Interest

Amends the Political Reform Act which requires certain disclosures
to include a statement indicating the fair market value of
investments or interests in real property and the aggregate value of
income received from each reportable source. Revises the dollar
amounts associated with these ranges.

A-10

0813112011- In ASSEMBLY. To

Inactive File.

IRWD

2016

LEGISLATIVE MATRIX

Updated 0211412018

Bill No.
Author

Title

IR\ryD
Position

Status

SummaryÆffects

Relates to the California Environmental, Public Health, and
Workers Defense Act of 2011 . Relates to clean air, drinking water,
discharge of pollutants into the atmosphere and waters, and
endangered species. Requires specified agencies to take prescribed
actions to maintain and enforce standards pertaining to air, water,
and protected species. Prohibits a state agency from amending rules
to be less stringent in protection of workers'rights and workers'
safety than established by federal law.

0911212017 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on RULES with author's

California Environmental
Quality Act: Notices

Amends the California Environmental Quality Act. Requires a lead
agency to post certain notices on the agency's Internet V/eb site and
to offer to provide those notices by e-mail. Requires a county clerk
to post notices regarding an environmental impact report or a
negative declaration on the county's Internet Web site. Requires the
fìling of a notice in certain cases.

1011512011- Vetoed by GOVERNOR.

sB 2L0
Leyva (D)

Heavy Duty Vehicle
Inspection and
Maintenance Program

Authorizes the State Air Resources Board to develop and
implement a Heavy-Duty Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance
Program for nongasoline heavy-duty on road motor vehicles.
Authorizes the state board to assess a fee and penalty as part ofthe
program. Creates the Truck Emission Check Fund and the Diesel
Emission System Inspection and Smoke Test Account in the fund,
with all the moneys deposited in each fund to be available upon
appropriation.

0812812011- In ASSEMBLY. Suspend
Assembly Rule 96.;08/2812017 - Rereferred to ASSEMBLY Committee on
RULES.

58224

Personal Rights: Sexual
Harassment

Amends existing law which establishes liability for sexual
harassment when the plaintiff proves specifìed elements and
existing law which states that a relationship may exist between a
plaintiffand certain persons. Includes an investor, elected official,
lobbyist, director, and producer among those listed persons who
may be liable to a plaintiff for sexual harassment.

Oll22l2j18 - In SENATE. Read third
time. Passed SENATE. *****To

SB 49
de Leon (D)

SB 80

Wieckowski
(D)

Jackson (D)

Environmental and
'Workers'Defense Act

A-11

amendments. ;09 I l2l20l'7 -

ln
ASSEMBLY. Read second time

and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

RULES.

ASSEMBLY.
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Title

Bill No.
Author

SummaryÆffects

Status

Position

SB 473

California Endangered

Hertzberg (D)

Species Act

SB 606

Water Management
Planning

Skinner (D)

IRWD

OPPOSE

UNLESS

AMENDED

Amends the California Endangered Species Act which prohibits the
taking ofan endangered or threatened species. Provides that the
accidental take ofcandidate, threatened, or endangered species
resulting from acts that occur on a farm or a ranch in the course of
otherwise lawful routine and ongoing agricultural activities is not
prohibited by the act.

09108/2017 - In ASSEMBLY. To
Inactive File.

Requires an urban retail water supplier to calculate an urban water
use objective and its actual urban water use by specified dates and
requires a report. Imposes civil liability for a violation of an order
or regulation issued pursuant to certain provisions. Authorizes the
State W'ater Resources Control Board to issue a regulation or
information order requiring a wholesale water supplier, urban retail
water supplier, or distributor of a public water supply to provide a

091 13/2011 - Withdrawn from
ASSEMBLY Committee on
RULES.;09/1312017 - In ASSEMBLY

Ordered to third reading.;09/1312017 In ASSEMBLY. Suspend Assembly
Rule 96.

monthly report of certain information.
SB 623

Monning (D)

Water Quality: Safe and
Affordable Drinking Water
Fund

SB 7OO

Wiener (D)

Energy Storage Initiative

OPPOSE

Establishes the Safe and Affordable Drinking Water Fund in the
State Treasury and would provide that moneys in the fund are
continuously appropriated to the state board. requires the state
board to expend moneys in the fund for grants, loans, contracts, or
services to assist eligible applicants with projects relating to safe
and affordable drinking water.
Requires the Public Utilities Commission and the governing boards
of local publicly owned electric utilities to establish an Energy
Storage Initiative to provide rebates to customers of electrical
corporations for the installation of energy storage systems
consistent with certain requirements. Requires the PUC to ensure
an orderly transition ofthe funding for energy storage systems from
the self-generation incentive program to the Energy Storage

Initiative to minimize disruption.

A-t2

09l}ll20l7 - Re-referred

to

ASSEMBLY Committee on RULES

0'710512011 - From ASSEMBLY
Committee on UTILITIES AND

ENERGY with author's
amendments. ;01 /0512017 - In

ASSEMBLY. Read second time

and

amended. Re-referred to Committee on

UTILITIES AND ENERGY.
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Title

Bill No.
Author

IR\ryD
Position

Status

Summary/Effects

0911312011- In ASSEMBLY. To

de Leon (D)

California Environmental
Quality Act

Relates to The California Environmental Quality Act. Establishes a
continuing education requirement for employees of public agencies
who have primary responsibility to administer the act.

SB 778

Safe Drinking Water Fund

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board to track and
publish on its Internet Web site an analysis of all voluntary and
ordered consolidations of water systems that have occurred on or
after a certain date. Requires the published information to include
the resulting outcomes of the consolidations and whether the
consolidations have succeeded or failed in providing an adequate
supply of safe drinking water to the communities served by the
consolidated water systems.

O9lO1l2Ol7 - In ASSEMBLY
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS

Relates to accessory dwelling units in single-family and multifamily residential zones. Deletes the requirement that the area be
zoned to allow single-family and multi-family use. Specifies that if
a local agency does not act on an application for an accessory
dwelling unit within 120 days, then the application shall be deemed
approved.

0111612018 - To SENATE Committees
on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING and GOVERNANCE AND

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board, upon
appropriation, to develop a plan to deploy a network of stream
gages that includes a determination of funding needs and
opportunities for reactivating existing gages. Requires the board to
prioritize the deployment of stream gages based upon gaps in the
existing system of gages and specified considerations.

02l}ll20l8 - To SENATE Committee
on NATURAL RESOURCES AND

SB 771

Hertzberg (D)

sB 831
Wieckowski
(D)

Land use: accessory

dwelling units

SB 919

Water resources: stream

Dodd (D)

gages

SB 934

Allen (D)

W'ater quality: minor

violations

Makes nonsubstantive changes to provisions relative to minor water
quality violations.

A-13

Inactive File.

Held in committee.

FINANCE.

V/ATER.

0210812018 - To SENATE Committee

on RULES.
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Title

BiIt No.
Author
SB 952

Anderson (R)

IRWD

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position
Water Conservation: Local
Water Supplies

States the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation that would
require the State Water Resources Control Board to recognize local

0210812018 - To SENATE Committee

on RULES.

water agency investment in water supply and ensure that local
agencies receive sufficient credit for these investments in meeting
any water conservation or efficiency mandates.
SB 966

Wiener (D)

SB 998

Dodd (D)

Onsite Treated Nonpotable
Water Systems

Requires the State Water Resources Control Board in consultation
with the California Building Standards Commission, to adopt
regulations for risk-based water quality standards for the onsite
treatment and reuse of nonpotable water, as provided' Authorizes
the state board to contract with public or private entities regarding
the content of the standards and exempts those contracts from
review and approval of the Department of General Services.

0210812018 - To SENATE Committee
on ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY.

\Vater Shutoffs: Urban and
Community Vy'ater

Requires an urban and community water system as a public water
system that supplies water to more than 200 service connections, to
have a written policy on residential service shutoffavailable in
specified languages ofthe people residing in its service area.
Requires certain aspect to be available on it's system web site and
be provided annually to customers in writing.

02/05 12018 - INTRODUCED.

Authorizes a contracting agency to terminate its contract with the
Board of Administration of the Public Employees' Retirement
System the agency's will and would not require the contracting
agency to fully fund the board's pension liability upon termination
of the contract. Authorizes the board to reduce the member's
benefits in the terminated agency pool by the percentage of liability

O2IO8I2OI8 - INTRODUCED.

Systems

sB L032

California Public

Moorlach (R)

Employees' Retirement
System

unfunded.

A-t4
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Title

Bill No.
Author

IRWD

Status

SummaryÆffects

Position
Public Employees
Retirement: Reciprocal
Benefits

Requires an agency participating in the public employees
retirement system that increases the compensation of a member
who was previously employed by a different agency to bear all
actuarial liability for the action, if it results in an increased actuarial
liability beyond what would have been reasonably expected for the
member. Requires the increased liability be in addition to
reasonable compensation growth that is anticipated for a member
who works for employer or employers over an extended time.

O2IO8I2OI8 - INTRODUCED.

SCA 4
Hertzberg (D)

Water Conservation

Declares the intent of the Legislature to amend the California
Constitution to provide a program that would ensure that affordable
water is available to all Californians and to ensure that water
conservation is given a permanent role in California's future.

0211612017 - To SENATE Committee

HR 23

Gaining Responsibility on
Water Act

Amends the Gaining Responsibility on rùy'ater Act of 2011 , provides
drought relief in the State of California.

'Water

Project Financing
Program Pilot Project

Authorizes a pilot project for an innovative water project financing

07ll8l2Ù1'7 - In SENATE. Read second
time.;}711812017 - To SENATE
Committee on ENERGY AND
NATURAL RESOURCES.
0210112017 - In HOUSE Committee on

Conservation Subsidies
Water Conservation
Exclusion

Amends the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, expands the exclusion
for certain conservation subsidies to include subsidies for water
conservation or efficiency measures and storm water management

sB 1033
Moorlach (R)

Valadao (R)

HR 434
Denham (R)

HR 448
Huffman (D)

program.

measures.

A-15

on RULES.

NATURAL RESOURCES: Referred to
Subcommittee on \ilATER, POV/ER
AND OCEANS.
ou11t20t1 INTRODUCED.;01/l I /2017 - To
HOUSE Committee on WAYS AND
MEANS.
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AB 2038 (Gallagher)
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AB 2050 (Caballero)
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as amended
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"Safe and Affordable Drinking
'Water"
Budget Trailer Bill
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id=20172018058623
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http://dof.ca. gov/BudgelTrailer Bill Language/documents/S
afeandAffordableDrinkin gWater.pdf
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PROPOSED TEXT OF REGULATION

Title 23. Waters
Division 3. State Water Resources Control Board and RegionalWater Quality
Gontrol Boards
Chapter 2. Appropriation of Water
Artiele 22- Preventien ef Waste and Unreasenable Use
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20

5 955, Glaims te Water Supplied þy Distriet er Water Gempany' lRenumþeredl
$€5+S 950- Policy and Definition.
(a) ln investigating any uses of water and making the determinations required by this
aúicle, the bóard énati give particular consideration to the reasonableness of use of
reelaimed recycled water or reuse of water.
(b) As useãlñ this article, "misuse of water" or "misuse" means any waste, unreasonable
use, unreasonable method of use, or unreasonable method of diversion of water.
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30

3t
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

4t
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Authority cited: Section 1058, Water Code.
Reference: Sections 100,275, 1240, 1251, 1253 and 1257, Water Code; and Section 2,
Article X, California Constitution.

5€5+.S 956 lnvestigations.
The board staff shall investigate an allegation of misuse of water
(1) when an interested person shows good cause, or
(2) when the board itself believes that a misuse may exists.
Authority cited: Section 1058, Water Code.
Reference: Sections 100, 1 83,275 and 1051 , Water Code; and Section 2, Article X,
California Constitution.

$€57_5_9þ7. Notifications, Hearings and Orders.
(a) lf the investigation indicates that a misuse of water has occurred, the board staff shall
notify interested persons and allow a reasonable period of time in which to terminate
such misuse or demonstrate to the satisfaction of the board staff that misuse has not
occurred.
(b) At the end of the time set by the board staff, and upon application of any interested
person or upon its own motion, the board may hold a hearing to determine if misuse has
occurred or continues to occur.
(c) lf the misuse is alleged to have occurred or to continue to occur in connection with
exercise of rights evidenced by a permit or license issued by the board, the board shall
notice the heàring as a permit revocation hearing pursuant to Water Code Section
1410.1, or as a license revocation hearing pursuant to Water Code Section 1 675.1 , as

1
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51
52
53

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
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63
64
65
66
67
68
69
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7t
72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
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89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
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99
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L01

appropriate; or as a preliminary cease and desist order hearing pursuant to Water Code
Section 1834.
(d) The board may issue an order requiring prevention or termination thereof.
Authority cited: Section 1058, Water Code.
Reference: Sections 1OO, 275, 183, 1 051 , 1401 , 1675.1 and 1834, Water Code

958. Noncompliance with Order Regarding Misuse Under Water Right
Entitlement.
lf a permittee or licensee does not comply with any order issued pursuant to Section
g#W_within such reasonable period of time as allowed by the board, or such
extension thereof as may for good cause be allowed by the board, and if such order
includes a finding that waste, unreasonable use, method of use, or method of diversion
has occurred in connection with exercise of a right evidenced by a permit or license
issued by the board, a revocation action may be commenced by the board:
(a) lf the hearing has been noticed as a permit or license revocation hearing, and if the
board finds that misuse has occurred or continues to occur, the board may order the
permit or license revoked or impose appropriate additional or amended terms or
conditions on the entitlement to prevent recurrence of the misuse;
(b) lf the hearing pursuant to Section *g-W_ has been noticed as a preliminary cease
and desist order hearing, and if the board finds that misuse has occurred or continues to
occur, the board may issue a preliminary cease and desist order.

SS-.ç

Authority cited: Section 1058, Water Code.
Reference: Sections 1410, 1675 and 1831 , Water Code.

$€59=S 959- Noncompliance with Other Order.
lf a person other than a permittee or licensee does not comply with any order issued
pursuant to Section g*!57-within such reasonable period of time as allowed by the
board, or such extension thereof as may for good cause be allowed, and if such order
includes a finding that such person has misused or continues to misuse water, the board
may request appropriate legal action by the Attorney General.

Authority cited: Section 1058, Water Code.
Reference: Section 27 5, \Nater Code.

5€€0-.9960 Alternative Procedure.

The procedure established in this article shall be construed as alternative to, and not
exclusive of, the procedures established in Chapter 5 of Title 23, California
Administrative Code, in accordance with Section 4007 therein.

Authority cited: Section 1058, Water Code
Reference: Section 27 5, Water Code.
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702
103
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105
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108
109
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116
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S+3+S 961. Napa River, SPecial.

(a) Budding grape vines and certain other crops in the Napa Valley may be severely
damaged by spring frosts. During a frost, the high instantaneous demand for water for
frost plotection by numerous vineyardists and other water users frequently exceeds the
supply in the Napa River stream system. This results in uncoordinated diversions and
possible infringements upon other rights. Therefore, all diversions of water from the
stream system between March 15 and May 15 determined to be significant by the board

oracourtofcompetentjurisdictionshallbeconsidered@and

a violation of Water Code Section 100 unless controlled by a watermaster administering
a board or court approved distribution program. Diversions for frost protection and

irrigation during this period shall be restricted to: (1) replenishment of reservoirs filled
priór to March 15 under an appropriative water right permit, or (2) diversions permitted
by the court.

(b) The service area of the distribution program may be revised at any time by order of
the board or the court. The board will retain jurisdiction to revise terms and conditions of
all frost protection permits should future conditions warrant.

120
T2L

L22
123

!24
L25
L26
127
128
L29
L30
L3L

(c) Under this section diversion of water during the spring frost season from March 15 to
May 15 to replenish water stored in reservoirs prior to the frost season is "regulation," as
defined in Chapter 2. Article 2, Section 657: Replenishment diversion must be to
reservoirs for which a permit or license authorizing winter storage prior to the frost
season has been issued.

Authority cited: Section 1058, Water Code.
Reference: Section 2, Article X, California Constitution; and Sections 100,275 and
1051.5, Water Code.

t32
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L34
135
136
737
L38
L39
L40
L4L

t42
L43
L44

r45
1.46

r47
L48
L49
150
15L
L52

$€6e.S 962. Russian River, SPecial.
Budding grape vines and certain other crops in the Russian River watershed may be
severely damaged by spring frosts. Frost protection of crops is a beneficial use of water
under section 671 ot this-chapter 2 of this division. During a frost, however, the high
instantaneous demand for water for frost protection by numerous vineyardists and other
water users may contribute to a rapid decrease in stream stage that results in the
mortality of salmonids due to stranding. Stranding mortality can be avoided by
coordinating or otherwise managing diversions to reduce instantaneous demand.
Because a reasonable alternative to current practices exists, the Board has determined
these diversions must be conducted in accordance with this section.
(a) After March 14,2012, except for diversion upstream of Warm Springs Dam in
Sonoma County or Coyote Dam in Mendocino County, any diversion of water from the
Russian River stream system, including the pumping of hydraulically connected
groundwater, for purposes of frost protection from March 15 through May 15, shall be
diverted in accordance with a board approved water demand management program
(WDMP). For purposes of this section, groundwater pumped within the Russian River
watershed is considered hydraulically connected to the Russian River stream system if
that pumping contributes to a reduction in stream stage to any surface stream in the
Russian River watershed during any single frost event.
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155
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t57
158
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164
165
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167
168
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185
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L92
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794
L95
196
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198
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(b) The purpose of the WDMP is to assess the extent to which diversions for frost
protection affect stream stage and manage diversions to prevent cumulative diversions
for frost protection from causing a reduction in stream stage that causes stranding
mortality. The WDMP, and any revisions thereto, shall be administered by an individual
or governing body (governing body) capable of ensuring that the requirements of the
program are met. Any WDMP developed pursuant to this section shall be submitted to
the board by February 1 prior to the frost season.
(c) At a minimum, the WDMP shall include (1) an inventory of the frost diversion systems
within the area subject to the WDMP, (2) a stream stage monitoring program, (3) an

assessment of the potential risk of stranding mortality due to frost diversions, (4) the
identification and timelines for implementation of any corrective actions necessary to
prevent stranding mortality caused by frost diversions, and (5) annual reporting of
program data, activities, and results. ln addition, the WDMP shall identify the diverters
participating in the program and any known diverters within the area subject to the
WDMP who declined to participate. The WDMP also shall include a schedule for
conducting the frost inventory, developing and implementing the stream stage
monitoring program, and conducting the risk assessment.
(1) lnventory of frost diversion systems: The governing body shall establish an inventory
of all frost diversions included in the WDMP. The inventory, except for diversion data,
shall be completed within three months after board approval of a WDMP. The inventory
shall be updated annually with any changes to the inventory and with frost diversion
data. The inventory shall include for each frost diversion:
(A) Name of the diverter;
(B) Source of water used and location of diversion;
(C) A description of the diversion system and its capacity;
(D) Acreage frost protected and acres frost protected by means other than water
diverted from the Russian River stream system; and
(E) The rate of diversion, hours of operation, and volume of water diverted during
each frost event for the Year.
(2) Stream stage monitoring program: The governing body shall develop a stream stage
monitoring program in consultation with National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and
California Department of Fish and Game (DFG). For the purposes of this section,
consultation involves an open exchange of information for the purposes of obtaining
recommendations. The governing body is authorized to include its own expert scientists
and engineers in the consultation, and request board staff to participate, when desired.
The stream stage monitoring program shall include the following:
(A) A determination of the number, type, and location of stream gages necessary
for the WDMP to monitor and assess the extent to which frost diversions may
affect stream stage and cause stranding mortality;
(B) A determination of the stream stage that should be maintained at each page
to prevent stranding mortalitY;
(C) Provisions for the installation and ongoing calibration and maintenance of
stream gages; and
(D) Monitoring and recording of stream stage at intervals not to exceed 15
minutes.
(3) Risk assessment: Based on the inventory and stream stage information described
above, and information regarding the presence of habitat for salmonids, the governing
body shall conduct a risk assessment that evaluates the potential for frost diversions to
cause stranding mortality. The risk assessment shall be conducted in consultation with
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NMFS and DFG. The governing body is authorized to include its own expert scientists
and engineers in the consultation, and request board staff to participate, when desired.
The risk assessment shall be evaluated and updated annually'
(4) Corrective Actions: lf the governing body determines that diversions for purposes of
frost protection have the potential to cause stranding mortality, the governing body shall
notify the diverter(s) of the potential risk. The governing body, in consultation with the
diverters, shall develop a corrective action plan that will prevent stranding mortality.
Corrective actions may include alternative methods for frost protection, best
management practices, better coordination of diversions, construction of off-stream
storage facilities, real-time stream gage and diversion monitoring, or other alternative
methods of diversion. Corrective actions also may include revisions to the number,
location and type of stream stage monitoring pages, or to the stream stages considered
necessary to prevent stranding mortality. ln developing the corrective action plan the
governing body shall consider the relative water right priorities of the diverters and any
time delay between groundwater diversions and a reduction in stream stage. The
corrective action plan shall include a schedule of implementation. To the extent feasible,
the corrective action plan shall include interim corrective actions if long{erm corrective
actions are anticipated to take over three years to fully implement. The diverters shall
implement corrective actions in accordance with the corrective action plan, or cease
diverting water for frost protection.
(5) Annual Reporting: The governing body shall submit a publically available annual
ieport of program operations, risk assessment, and corrective actions by September 1
following the frost season that is the subject of the report. The report shall include:
(A) The frost inventory, including diversion data.
(B) Stream stage monitoring data.
(C) The risk assessment and its results, identification of the need for any
additional data or analysis, and a schedule for obtaining the data or completing
the analysis.
(D) A description of any corrective action plan that has been developed, any
corrective actions implemented to date, and a schedule for implementing any
additional corrective actions.
(E) Any instances of noncompliance with the WDMP or with a corrective action
plan, including the failure to implement identified corrective actions. The report
shall document consultations with DFG and NMFS regarding the stream stage
monitoring program and risk assessment and shall explain any deviations from
recommendations made by DFG or NMFS during the consultation process. ln
addition, the annual report shall evaluate the effectiveness of the WDMP and
recommend any necessary changes to the WDMP, including any proposed
additions or subtractions of program participants. Any recommendations for
revisions to the WDMP shall include a program implementation plan and
schedule. The board may require changes to the WDMP, including but not limited
to the risk assessment, corrective action plan, and schedule of implementation,
at any time.
(d) The governing body may develop and submit for the Deputy Director for Water
Rights' approval, criteria, applicable to any participant in its WDMP, for identifying
groundwater diversions that are not hydraulically connected to the Russian River stream
ðystem. The governing body may submit to the Deputy Director a list of groundwater
diverters that appear to meet these criteria and could be exempted from this section.
The Deputy Director is authorized to exempt the listed groundwater diverters, or identify
the reason for not exempting the listed groundwater diverters. Beginning three years
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from the effective date of this section, if an individual groundwater diverter can
independently demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Deputy Director that the diversion is
not hydraulically connected to the Russian River stream system, the Deputy Director is
authorized to exempt the groundwater diverter from this section.
(e) Compliance with this section shall constitute a condition of all water right permits and
licenses that authorize the diversion of water from the Russian River stream system for
purposes of frost protection. The diversion of water in violation of this section, including
the failure to implement the corrective actions included in any corrective action plan
developed by the governing body, is an unreasonable method of diversion and use and
a violation of Water Code section 100, and shall be subject to enforcement by the board.
The board has continuing authority to revise terms and conditions of all permits and
licenses that authorize the diversion of water for purposes of frost protection should
future conditions warrant.

Authority cited: Section 1058, Water Code.
Reference: Section 2, Article X, California Constitution; and Sections 100,275 and
1051.5, Water Code.

Article

I

2

and Unreaso

I

Water ljses

963. Wasteful and Unreasonable Water Use Practices.

The State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) has determined that it is a
waste and unreasonable use of water under Article X. section 2 of the California
Constitution to divert or use water inconsistent with subdivision (a) reqardless of water
riqht senioritv. qiven the need for the water to support other more critical uses.
(a) As used in this article:
(l ) "Commercial aoricultural use meetinq the definition of Government Code section
51201. subdivision (b)" includes irrioation. frost protection and heat control. but does not
include cleaninq. processing or other similar post-harvest activities.
{2} "fetal petaþte wa
iee-area=

n thev are
ion 10617, except it does not refer to suooliers
Water
functioninq so lelv in a wholesale capacitv, but does aoolv to suppliers when thev are
functionino in a retail capacity.

Where a water Year

l

297

298
299
300
301
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¡/2\ ¡'Tr rrflt hac fha earna meani n^ âe in Qa¡linn

lOl

(4) "lncidental runoffl' means unintended amounts (volume) of runoff. such as
unintended, minimal oversprav from sprinklers that escapes the area of intended use.
Water leavinq an intended use area is not considered incidental if it is part of the facilitv
or system desiqn. if it is due to excessive application, if it is due to intentional overflow or
application, or if it is due to neglisence.
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(bX1) The use of water is prohibited as identified in this subdivision for anv-ef-the
following actions:
(A) The application of water to outdoor landscapes in a manner that causes more
than incidental runoff such that water flows onto adjacent property, non-irriqated
areas, private and public walkwavs, roadwavs, parking lots, or structures:
(B) The use of a hose that dispenses water to wash a motor vehicle. except
where the hose is fitted with a shut-off nozzle or device attached to it that causes
it to cease dispensino water immediately when not in use:
(C) The application of potable water directly to drivewavs and sidewalks:
(D) The use of potable water in an ornamental fountain or other decorative water
feature, except where: (D)(i) the water is part of a recirculatinq system: or (DXii)

rain. ln determininq whether measurable rainfall of at least {enth fourth of one
inch of rain occurred in a oiven area, enforcement mav be based on records of
the oarcel. or anv
Service. the closest CIMIS station
the National
other reliable source of rainfall data available to the entity undertakino
enforcement of this subdivision.
(F) The servinq of drinking water other than upon request in eatinq or drinkinO
establishments. including but not limited to restaurants. hotels, cafes. cafeterias.
andlor ourchased.
bars. or other oubli olaces where food or drink are
durinq a period for which the Governor has issued a proclamation of a state of
emerqencv under the California Emerqencv Services Act (Chapter 7
(commencinq with Section 8550) of Division 1 of Title 2 of the Government Code)
based on drouqht conditions: and
medians or
(G) As of
uarv 1 . 2025. the irrioation of tu rf on public
sidewalk, except where;
on inehrdino but
li\ the turf rues â eommunifv or neiohborhood fu
events:
civic
or
community
not limited to, recreational uses and
lii) the turf is i rrioatecl incidentallv bv an irrioation stem the orimarv
purpose of which is the irriqation of trees: or
(i¡i) th e turf is irrioated with
ecl water throuoh an i
on svstem
installed prior to January 1. 201&-and.
(2) Notwithstandinq subdivision (b)(1), the use of water is not prohibited bv this article
under the followinq circumstances:
(A)To the extent necessarv to address an immediate health and safetv need.
This mav include, but is not limited to, street sweeping and pressure washinq of
public sidewalks and the use of potable water in a fountain or water feature when
to be ootable.
reouired bv
(B) To the extent necessary to comply with a term or condition in a oermit issued
by a state or federal aoency.
(C) When the water is used exclusivelv for commercial aqricultural use meetinq
the definition of Government Code section 51201, subdivision (b).
I

(c) To promote water conservation, operators of hotels and motels shall provide quests
with the option of choosinq not to have towels and linens laundered daily. The hotel or
no cl ear and
inentlv disolav notice of thi s ontion in each ouestroom
motel shall
easilv understood lanquaqe.
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(d)(1) To prevent the waste and unreasonable use of water and to 0romote water
co,nservaiion. anv homeowners' association or community service orqanization or similar
entitv is prohibited from:
(A) Takinq or threateninq to take anv action to enforce any provision of the
rcres ofa
qoverninq documents or
ural or landscapi no ouidelines or
u
onr
under section 4735, subdivisions (a) and (b) of the Civil Code:
(B) lmposino or threateninq to impose a fine, assessment. or other monetary
penaltv aqainst anv owner of a separate interest for reducing or eliminatinq the
.es
a declared drouoht
etation or lawns duri
waterino of
(c)
of the Ci I Code: or
described in section 4735. su IV tst on
cient
(C) Requiri no an owner of a se
interest uoon which
n

bed in section 4735. subdivisions (c) and (d) of the Civil

emeroencv. as
to
conclusion of the state of emerqency.
(2) As used in this

rsron

scaoino ouidelines or policies " includes anv formal or
(A) "Architectural or I
mmon
n
al rules
development.
18¡ "HOmeowners' aSSOCiatiOn" meanS an "aSSOCiatiOn" aS defined in SêCtiOn
4080 of the Civil Code.
4100
1C¡ "Common interest development" has the same meaninq as in section
Code.
of the Civil
qD¡ "Community service orqanization or similar entitv" has the same meaninO as
in section 41 10 of the Civil Code.
4150 of the
1E¡ "Governinq documents" has the same meaninq as in section
Civil Code.
of
1
(F)
Code.
ceedino to enforce a rule in violation of
narv Droceedino or other
13) lf ad
ron

a seoarate violation of this reoulation
e I To nrevent the

and unreesoneble use of water

or

fo oromote water

hi

lo

section 8627.7 of the Government Code.
(fl The taki no of anv action prohi bited in subdivision ) ld) or le). or the fail ure to take
ô
n c is
n
The
wh
rS
res
or
ition to
criminal.
(q\ A decision or order issued under this article bv the Board or an officer or emplovee of
tfre Board is subject to reconsideration under article 2 (commencino with section 1 122)
oart 1 of division 2 of the Water Code
of chaoter 4
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407
408
409
4LO

Authoritv:

Secti

1058 Water Code
411

4150.4185. a nd 4735. Civil Code: Sections 1O2.104. 105. 275.350. an '10617 Water
Code: Liqht v. State Water Resources Control Board (2Q14\ 226 Cal.Apo.Ath 1463.
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Legislative Outline for
Rebuilding Inf rastructure
in America
ara

THE WHITE HOUSE

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

I have enclosed with this message my Administration's framework for
rebuilding infrastructure in America. Our Nation's infrastructure is in an
unacceptable state of disrepair, which damages our country's competitiveness
and our citizens' quality of life. For too long, lar¡.rmakers have invested in
infrastructure inefficiently, ignored critical needs, and allowed it to
deteriorate. As a result, the United States has fallen further and further behind
other countries. It is time to give Americans the working, modern
infrastructure they deserve.
To help build a better future for all Americans, I ask the Congress to act soon on an
infrastructure bill that will: stimulate at least $r.5 trillion in new investment over
the next 10 years, shorten the process for approving projects to z years or less,
address unmet rural infrastructure needs, empower State and local authorities,
and train the American workforce of the future.
To develop the infrastructure framework I am transmitting today, my
Administration engaged with Governors, mayors, Federal agencies, State and local
agencies, Members of Congress, industry, and most importantly, the American
people who depend on upgraded infrastructure. The product of these efforts is a
roadmap for the Congress to draft and pass the most comprehensive
infrastructure bill in our Nation's history. MyAdministration's plan addresses
more than traditional infrastructure - - like roads, bridges, and airports - - but
addresses other needs like drinking and wastewater systems, waterways, water
resources, energy, rural infrastructure, public lands, veterans' hospitals, and
Brownfield and Superfund sites. The reforms set forth in my plan will strengthen
the economy, make our country more competitive, reduce the costs of goods and
services for American families, and enable Americans to build their lives on top of
the best infrastructure in the world.

My Administration is committed to working with the Congress to enact a law that
will enable America's builders to construct new, modern, and efficient
infrastructure throughout our beautiful land.

THE WHITE HOUSE,
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FUNDING AND FINANCING INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS

I. INFRASTRUCTURE

INCENTIVES PROGRAM

States and localities are best equipped to understand the infrastructure investments
needs of their communities. The infrastructure incentives program, described below,
would encourage increased State, local, and private investment in infrastructure. This
program would provide for targeted Federal investments, encourage innovation,
streamline project delivery, and help transform the way infrastructure is designed,
built, and maintained.

Under this program, States and localities would receive incentives in the form of
grants. Project sponsors selected for award would execute an agreement with express
progress milestones. Federal incentive funds would be conditioned upon achieving
the milestones within identified time frames.

A.

Establishment of the Incentives Program

This provision would establish the Incentives Program to maximize investment in
infrastructure. The purposes of this program would includeattracting significant new, non-Federal revenue streams dedicated to
infrastructure investments ;
creating significant leverage of Federal infrastructure investments;
assuring long-term performance of capital infrastructure investments;
modernizinginfrastructure project delivery practices;
increasing economic growth;
spurring the development and use of new and rapidly evolving infrastructure
technology to improve cost and improve performance; and
€nsuring Federal grant recipients are accountable for achieving specific,
measurable milestones.

o
.
.
.
.
.
o

B.

Applicability

The Incentives Program would provide support to wide-ranging classes of assets,
including the following governmental infrastructure: surface transportation and
airports, passenger rail, ports and waterways, flood control, water supply,
hydropower, water resources, drinkingwater facilities, wastewater facilities,
stormwater facilities, and Bror¡¡nfield and Superfund sites.

C.
a

Funding
Sroo billion would be made available for the Incentives Program. The funds
would be divided in specific amounts to be administered by the United States
Department of Transportation (DOT), United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE), and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

3
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a

a

D.

Other Federal agencies seeking to incentivize eligible projects within their areas
of jurisdiction could petition DOT, USACE, or EPA to transfer Incentives
Program funds to be used consistent with the requirements under the program.
A percentage of the Incentives Program funds would be set aside for temporary
administrative expenses necessary to administer the program.

Applications and Evaluation Criteria

a

a

Each lead Federal agency would solicit applications as soon as practicable after
enactment of the Incentives Program and every six months thereafter.
Each lead Federal agencywould determine the content, format, and timing of
applications and would make incentive awards. Applications also would
include information on each of the evaluation criteria.
The evaluation criteria would bethe dollar value of the project or program of projects (weighted at ro

o

a

o

percent);
o evidence supporting how the applicant will secure and commit new, nonFederal revenue to create sustainable, long-term funding for infrastructure
investments (weighted at 50 percent);
o evidence supporting how the applicantwill secure and commit new, nonFederal revenue for operations, maintenance and rehabilitation (weighted
at20 percent);
o updates to procurement policies and project delivery approaches to improve
efficiency in project delivery and operations (weighted at 10 percent);
o plans to incorporate new and evolving technologies (weighted at ! percent);
and
o evidence supporting how the project will spur economic and social returns
on investment (weighted at 5 percent).
Each lead Federal agency would calculate each application score by multiplying
the weighted score from the evaluation criteria by the percentage of nonFederal revenues (out of total revenues) that would be used to fund the project
or program of projects.
To ensure that applicants could receive credit for actions that occurred prior to
the enactment of the Incentives Program that align with the desired outcomes
of the program, the Incentives Program would include a look-back period. The
look-backperiod would be defined as the time preceding the project sponsor's
completed application during which the new revenue generation was
implemented. Subsequent applications in later years would add such additional
time to the time after enactment of the program. The look-back period would
be three years before the date of application to the program, and the
determination would be made based on the implementation date (or take effect
date) of the new revenue source. In evaluating applications, the project
sponsorts new revenue application score would be multiplied by a relevant
multiplier to determine scoring as illustrated below:

4
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a

Multiplier

The lead Federal agency would have sole discretion to provide credit for
previous revenue generation. The agency could request additional information
from a project sponsor to clarify how the revenue source has met expectations
and revise forecasts to reflect actual performance. The amount of funds
dedicated to the look-backwould not exceed 5 percent of the total amount for
the Incentives Program.

Incentive GrantAwards

.
.
.
.

An incentive grant could not exceed zo percent of new revenue.
Any individual State could not receive more than ro percent of the total amount
available under the Incentives Program.
The lead Federal agency and the grant recipient would enter into an
infrastructure incentives agreement setting forth progress milestones toward
obtaining increased revenue that the recipient would achieve prior to receiving
the grant award, which could include advance grant disbursements.
Any agreement with incomplete milestones after two years would be voided,
except upon determination by the lead Federal agency that good cause exists to
renew the agreement for an additional period not to exceed one year. Any funds
available from a voided agreement could be re-allocated through a new
application process.

II, RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM
The Rural Infrastructure Program, described, belowwould provide for significant
investment in rural infrastructure to address long-unmet needs. This investment is
needed to spur prosperous rural economies, facilitate freight movement, improve
access to reliable and affordable transportation options and enhance health and safety
for residents and businesses. Under this program, States would be incentivized to
partner with local and private investments for completion and operation of rural
infrastructure projects.

A.

Establishment of Rural Infrastructure Program

This provision would establish a Rural Infrastructure Program to. improve the condition and capability of rural infrastructure through capital
improvements and outcomes-driven planning efforts that enhance private
5
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a

a

a

sector productivity, modernize existing infrastructure systems, and prioritize
projects essential for efficiency and safety;
expand access to markets, customers, and employment opportunities with
projects that sustain and growbusiness revenue and personal income for rural
Americans;
enhance regional connectivity through public and private interregional and
interstate rural projects and initiatives that reduce costs for sustaining safe,
quality rural communities; and
increase rural economic growth and competitiveness by closing local
infrastructure gaps in development-ready areas to attract manufacturing and
economic growth to rural America.

Applicability

B.

a

Eligible asset classes under the Rural Infrastructure Program would include:
o Transportation: roads, bridges, public transit, rail, airports, and maritime
and inland waterway ports.
o Broadband (and other high-speed data and communication conduits).
o \Ã/ater and Waste: drinking water, wastewater, stormwater, land
revitalization and Brownfields.
o Power and Electric: governmental generation, transmission and
distribution facilities.
o \Ã/ater Resources: flood risk management, water supply, and waterways.
This program onlywould apply to the specified asset classes and to other
infrastructure assets directly attributable to, and essential to, the operation of
those assets.

C.

Funding
a

a

a

a

D

Slo biltion would be made available to the Rural Infrastructure Program for
capital investments in rural infrastructure investments.
8o percent of the funds under the Rural Infrastructure Program would be
provided to the governor of each State via formula distribution. The governors,
in consultation with a designated Federal agency and State directors of rural
development, would have discretion to choose individual investments to
respond to the unique rural needs of their States.
20 percent of the funds under the Rural Infrastructure Program would be
reserved for rural performance grants within eligible asset classes and
according to specified criteria.
Funds made available to States under this program would be distributed as
btock grants to be used for infrastructure projects in rural areas with
populations of less than 50,ooo.
A portion of the Rural Infrastructure Program funds would be set aside for
Tribal infrastructure and territorial infrastructure, with the remainder
available for States.

Distribution of Rural Infrastructure Program Formula Funds
6
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a

E.

The statute would create a ttrural formula,t' calculated based on rural lane miles
and rural population adjusted to reflect policy objectives. Each State would
receive no less than a specified statutory minimum and no more than a
specified statutory maximum of the Rural Infrastructure Program formula
funds, automatically.

Applications and Evaluation Criteria for Rural Performance Grants
a

F.

In addition to receiving formula funds under the Rural Infrastructure Program,
States also could appty for rural performance grants and would be encouraged
to do so within two years after enactment. Rural performance grants would be
available for up to ten years after enactment or until funds were expended. In
order to qualify for rural performance grants, a State would be required to:
o Publish a comprehensive rural infrastructure investment plan (RIIP) within
18o days of receiving rural formula funds. The RIIP would demonstrate how
the Statets intended rural projects align with the evaluation criteria in the
infrastructure incentives program, including State, local and private sector
investment in eligible projects.
o Demonstrate the quality of any investments planned with rural
performance funds.
o Demonstrate performance in leveraging formula distributions with Federal
credit programs and rewarding rural interstate projects through the
infrastructure incentives program.
o Demonstrate the Statets performance in utilization of Rural Infrastructure
Program formula funds, consistent with the RIIP based on stated general
criteria.
For specific sectors, a State also would demonstrate other criteria the
administering agency determines appropriate consistent with this program,
including increased broadband availability and investment.

Tribal Infrastructure
a

G.
a

The Rural Infrastructure Program also would ensure investment in Tribal
infrastructure by providing dedicated funding to the Secretary of
Transportation for distribution through the Tribal Transportation Program and
to the Secretary of Interior for distribution through grants or awards to Tribes
determined by a process created in consultation with Tribes.

Territorial Infrastructure
The Rural Infrastructure Program also would provide dedicated funding to
address infrastructure needs of U.S. Territories.

III. TRANSFORMATIVE

PROIECTS PROGRAM

7
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The Transformative Projects Program, described below, would provide Federal
funding and technical assistance for bold, innovative, and transformative
infrastructure projects that could dramatically improve infrastructure. Funding
under this program would be awarded on a competitive basis to projects that are
likely to be commercially viable, but that possess unique technical and risk
characteristics that othenn¡ise deter private Sector investment. The
Transformative Projects Program would support projects that, with Federal
support, are capable of generating revenue, would provide net public benefits, and
would have a significant positive impact on the Nation, a region, State, or
metropolitan area.

A.

Establishment of Transformative Proiects Program

This provision would establish a program to advance transformative projects. The
purposes of the Transformative Projects Program would includesignificantly improving performance, from the perspective of availability,
safety, reliability, frequency, and service speed;
substantially reducing user costs for services;
introducing new types of services; and
improving services based on other related metrics.

.
.
.
.

B.

Applicability

a

a

C.
.
.
¡

The Transformative Projects Program would fundamentally transform the way
infrastructure is delivered or operated. Theywould be ambitious, exploratory,
and ground-breaking project ideas that have significantly more risk than
standard infrastructure projects, but offer a much larger reward profile.
Infrastructure sectors covered by this program could include, but would not be
timited to, the transportation, clean water, drinking water, energy, commercial
space, and broadband sectors.

Funding
$zo billion would be made available for the Transformative Projects Program.
The Department of Commerce (DOC) would serve as the Chair for the purposes
of program administration and could request other relevant Federal agency
employees to serve on a temporary assignment to assist in the administration
of this program.
A percentage of the Transformative Projects Program funds would be set aside
for temporary administrative expenses necessary to administer the program,
including technical assistance.

Funding Tracks

D.
a

Funding under this program would be available under three tracks, each of
which would be designed to support a distinct phase of the project life cycle:
B
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a

E.

demonstration, project planning, and capital construction. Applicants could
apply for funding under all three tracks or under individual tracks.
To optimize the return on taxpayer investment, funding under this program
could be used foro up to 30 percent of eligible costs under the demonstration track;
o up to 50 percent of eligible costs under the project planning track; and
o up to 8o percent of eligible costs under the capital construction track.
TechnicalAssistance

o

F.

An applicant could seek technical assistance from the Federal Government in
addition to the funding tracks, or could seek technical assistance alone under
the Transformative Projects Program.

Applications and Evaluation Criteria
a

G.

The DOC would administer the Transformative Projects Program with an
interagency selection committee composed of representatives of relevant
Federal agencies. The Secretary of Commerce would serve as the chair of
the committee. Given the multidisciplinary nature of the Transformative
Projects Program, interagency evaluation panels comprised of individuals
from the applicable Federal agencies would review and evaluate all
applications.

Partnership Agreement and Project Milestones
Applicants selected for award under the Transformative Projects Program
would enter into a partnership agreement with the Federal Government, which
would specify the terms and conditions of the award, major milestones, and
other key metrics to assess performance.

H.
a

I.

Value Sharing Structure for Capital Construction Track
As a condition of receiving any financial assistance for a construction
project under the capital construction track, an applicant would be
required to include in its partnership agreement a value share agreement
with the Federal Government. The terms of the value share agreement
would vary by project based on the characteristics of the specific project
and its projected revenue profile. Each agreement would provide the
terms for the Federal Government to share in any project value.

Performance Monitoring and Oversight
Given the innovation and substantial Federal support projects would receive
under this program, the recipients would be required to publish performance
information upon achieving milestones and upon project completion. The lead

I
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Federal agencies also would conduct regular audits to ensure that funds were
used for eligible costs.
IV. INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING PROGRAMS
The below infrastructure financing proposals would dedicate Szo billion of the overall
amount to advance major, complex infrastructure projects by increasing the capacity
of existing Federal credit programs to fund investments and by broadening the use of
Private Activity Bonds (PABs).
Of the appropriated funds, $r4 billion would be made available for the expansion of
existing credit programs to address a broader range of infrastructure needs, giving
State and local governments increased opportunity to finance large-scale
infrastructure projects under terms that are more advantageous than in the financial
market. All funds remaining in credit programs ten years after enactment would be
diverted to the Federal capital financing fund, to allow for efficient acquisition of real

property.
The budgetary cost for the expansion of PABs would be $6 billion. These provisions
would provide tools and mechanisms for market participants to invest in public

infrastructure.
Expand Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA)
Funding and Broaden Program Eligibility

A.

a

a

B.

Additional budget authoritywould be made available to DOT for subsidy costs
under TIFIA. Specific funds set aside from the appropriated subsidy would be
appropriated to DOT, notwithstanding Section zoot of.the Fixing Americats
Surface Transportation Act of 2ot5, and would remain available until end of
Fiscal Year zoz8.
Support airport and non-Federsl wsterways and ports fínancing options. TIFIA
currently limits project eligibility to those that are eligible for Federal
assistance through existing surface transportation programs (highway projects
and transit capital projects). Port and airport infrastructure enhancement and
expansion projects across the United States do not have access to the credit
assistance that is available via TIFIA for other types of transportation
infrastructure projects, making it more difficult for project sponsors to pursue
alternative project delivery for airports and to implement critical airport
infrastructure improvements. Amending the project eligibility in the TIFIA
statute to enable TIFIA to offer loans and other credit assistance to non-Federal
waterways and ports and airport projects (such as renovated or new passenger
terminals, runways, and related facilities) would incentivize project delivery for
airports and ports and would accelerate overall improvements in airport and
seaport infrastructure.
Expand Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing (RRIF) and
Broaden Program Eligibility
10
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a

a

Additional budget authority would be made available to DOT for subsidy costs
under RRIF. Specific funds set aside from the appropriated subsidywould be
appropriated to DOT, notwithstanding Section zoot of. the Fixing America's
Surface Transportation Act of zoLs, and would remain available until end of
Fiscal Year zoz8.
Subsidíze RRIF/or short-line freight and passenger rail. The current RRIF law
does not provide specific subsidies or incentives for either short-line freight
rail or passenger rail projects. A subsidy is not currently provided to cover the
cost of the RRIF credit risk premium, so the project sponsor is always required
to pay that amount at the time of the loan disbursement. The cost of the credit
risk premium is often cited as one of the reasons that project sponsors,
including those in the short-line freight rail and passenger rail sectors, are
reluctant to pursue RRIF financing. Amending the law (45 U.S.C. gzz) to
provide a subsidy to cover the RRIF credit risk premium for short-line freight
and passenger rail project sponsors would incentivize more project sponsors to
pursue RRIF credit assistance for projects. This, in turn, would leverage more
State and local funds for rail infrastructure development.
Expand \ÃIater Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (\MIFIA) Funding
and Broaden Program Eligibility

C

a

a

Additional budget authoritywould be made available to EPA for subsidy costs
under WIFIA, and the current lending limit of $¡.2 billion would be removed.
Specific funds set aside from the appropriated subsidy would be appropriated to
the EPA, notwithstanding Section 5o33 of the Water Infrastructure Finance and
Innovation Act of zotlr, and would remain available until end of Fiscal Year
2028.
This proposal includes the following additional reforms to WIFIA:
o Expand EPA' s WnlA authorízation to include non - F eder al floo d mitígation,
navígation sndwater supply. Currently, WIFIA is authorizedf.or almost all
types of water projects. \Ã/hile EPAhas drought mitigation and stormwater
mitigation authorities, it lacks authority for flood mitigation, hurricane and
storm damage reduction, navigation, environmental restoration, and
restoration of aquatic ecosystems (which has principally been within
USACE's jurisdiction). This creates an unnecessary and arbitrary carve-out
of integrated water projects to which EPA is unable to provide loans because
those types of projects are not authorized by EPA, only by USACE.
Amending the law (¡¡ U.S.C. 39oÐ to include flood mitigation, navigation
and water supply would allow EPA to service the full water cycle and provide
one streamlined and integrated lending process to project sponsors.
o Elímínate requirement underWFlAfor borrowers to be community water
sysfems. Currently, a public authority that sells water directly to another
water provider is not a communitywater system and is not eligible for
WIFIA funding unless specific statutory authority is provided. Without
explicit statutory etigibility, this type of public authority (e.9., a desalination
11
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o

plant) is unable to receive WIFIA funding. Removing the restriction that
requires borrowers to be ttcommunity water systemstt instead of just ttwater
systems" (¡¡ U.S.C. 3goÐ would allow drinkingwater providers and other
public authorities to participate in \MIFIA and the Drinking Water State
Revolving Fund (DWSRF) programs.
Authorize Brownfield rehabílitation and cleanup of Superfund sites under
Ili//iEIA" Currently, only specific water sector projects are authorized under
WIFIA. Brovrnfield and Superfund programs do not have access to a Federal
lending program that requires large upfront funding and repayment based
on later development. Broadening eligibility under\Ã/IFIA (¡¡ U.S.C. 3905)
to include remediation of water quality contamination by non-liable parties
at Brownfield and Superfund sites would enable greater use of the program
to address water quality issues. A separate account would be appropriate for
individual eligibilities and ranking metrics because new revenues would be
more speculative and would lower the leveragability ratio for aII WIFIA
loans.

o

o

o

Reduce rating agenq) opíníonsfromtwo to one for allborrowers. Current law
requires borrowers to provide two opinion letters from rating agencies for
WIFIA loans. Opinion letters can be expensive and time intensive for

borrowers to obtain. Reducing from the number of required rating agency
final opinions for borrowers (¡¡ U.S.C .3907) to allow for one opinion letter
instead of two would reduce WIFIA borrowing costs for borrowers. At the
same time, retaining agency authority to request two letters from a
borrower under WIFIAwould ensure continued protection of Federal
interests and would minimize default riskwhen a project warrants a second
letter.
Províd,e EPlsuthoríty to wsíve the spríngíng lien in certaínlendíng sítuations.
Currently, loans under \Ã/IFIA must have a springing lien in place. This is a
problem when a project sponsor has outstanding senior debt obligations.
Without a waiver to the springing lien requirement, the sponsor has to use
more expensive debt, and WIFIA has less security in the special purpose
vehicle. Amending the law (¡¡ U.S.C. 39o8(b)) to allow for a waiver of the
WIFIA springing lien in certain instances similar to the TIFIA statute (23
U.S.C. 6o¡(b)) (i.e., where a project has an A category rating, where the
pledge is not dependent on project revenue, or where the borrower is a
public sector borrower) would allow for the most efficient capital structure
for agencies with existing senior debt.
lncrease the base level of administrative funding authorized to ensure EPAhss
suff ícient f un ding to o p er ate the WFIA pr o gr am. The current autho rize d
administrative funds level for EPAwas determined when WIFIAwas a pilot
program and may not be sufficient to cover both administrative costs and
the fronting of underwriting costs, especially with our proposed expansion
of \MIFIA. Authorizing an administrative set-aside (¡¡ U.S.C. 39t2(b)) to an
amount in line with similar programs would more accurately reflect the
costs required to administer the WIFIA program and would allow for hiring
appropriate staff for the oversight efforts associated with a larger portfolio.
L2
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o

Remove the restríctíon on the abíIity to reimburse costs íncurred prior to losn
closing underWFlL A recent amendment to WIFIA restricts the WIFIA
program's abitity to reimburse costs incurred prior to loan closing. This
amendment, part of the Water Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation
Act (WIIN Act), attempts to ensure that costs incurred prior to loan closing
may be considered eligible project costs. However, the \Ã/IIN amendment
only allows non-WIFIA funds to reimburse the costs. Revising the law (33
U.S.C. 3908(b)) to provide that costs incurred prior to loan closing are
eligible costs that can be covered by the WIFIA loan would prevent the
borrower from having to raise significant sums of money prior to loan

closing.
o

o

Expand theWFlAprogram to authoríze eligibility for credit sssistance for water
system acquísitíons and restructurings. Currently, projects only are allowed to
access WIFIA for acquisitions of water systems prior to substantial
completion, similar to TIFIA. This prevents WIFIA funds from being used
for acquisition of water systems after they are completed, or substantially
completed. ExpandingWlFlAauthorization (33 U.S.C. 39oÐ to allowfor
acquisitions and restructurings would enable \Ã/IFIA as a mechanism for
consolidation in the water industry.
Expand Wrcln suthorízstion to include F ederql deauthorízed. wster resource
projects. Currently, WIFIA is authorizedf.or non-Federal water resource
projects unless they are deemed Federal projects. Once deemed Federal, a
project is no longer eligible forWIFIAborrowing, even if no Federal funding
is used. This hinders the ability to incentivize non-Federal involvement for
USACE projects. Authorizing USACE to defederalize water resource projects
upon transfer of title and ownership from the Federal Government to a
wilting and capable non-Federal entity would enable WIFIA to be used for
these projects.

Expand Department of Agriculture Rural Utilities Service (RUS) Lending
Programs Funding

D.

a

Additional budget authority would be made available to the USDA for loan
subsidy costs under RUS lending programs. Specific funds set aside from the
appropriated subsidy would be made available to the USDA, notwithstanding
applicable sections of the Agriculture Act of. zottr, and would remain available
until end of Fiscal Year zozS
Create Flexibility and Broaden Eligibility to Facilitate use of Private Activity
Bonds (PABs)

E.

O

These provisions would create flexibility and broaden eligibility to facilitate use
of PABs to leverage financing for public-purpose infrastructure projects. These
provisions also would allow for greater Federal leverage and therefore more

efficient infrastructure improvements.
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Requíre public attríbutes for publícínfrastructure projects. In extending tax
exemptions to private enterprises, tax benefits could go to purely private
enterprises, which would not be beneficial to the public or a sound use of public
tax benefits. Requiring public infrastructure projects to have the following
pubtic attributes would ensure the public nature of eligible infrastructureeither State or local governmental ownership or private ownership under
arrangements in which rates charged for services or use of projects are
subject to State or local governmental regulatory or contractual control or
approval; and
availability of projects for general public use (e.g., public roads) or provision
of services to the general public (e.9., water service).
For purposes of the governmental ownership alternative under the public
attributes requirement, a new safe harbor would treat a project as
governmentally owned when a State or local governmental unit leases the
project to a private business provided thatthe term of the private lease is no longer than 95 percent (rather than 8o
percent under the existing safe harbor) of the reasonably expected
economic life of the project;
the private lessee irrevocably agrees not to take depreciation or investment
tax credit with respect to the project; and
the private lessee has no option to purchase the project other than at fair
market value.
Broaden eligíbilíty of PABs. Current law includes a limited list of exempt
facilities etigible to be financed with tax-exempt bonds. Additionally, different
categories of exempt facilities are subject to varying requirements, which
restricts the usefulness of PABs. This limits the potential financing tools that
can be used to facilitate performance-based infrastructure, both for a wide
variety of transportation projects and other public-purpose infrastructure
projects. The revised parameters would allow longer-term private leases and
concession arrangements for projects financed with PABs. Amending the law
(26 U.S.C. u*z) to allowbroader categories of public-purpose infrastructure,
including reconstruction projects, to take advantage of PABs would encourage
more private investment in projects that benefit the public. Allowing privately
financed infrastructure projects to benefit from similar tax-exempt financing
as publicly financed infrastructure projects would increase infrastructure
investment. This proposal would expand and modify eligible exempt facilities
for PABs to include the following public infrastructure projects.
Existing categories:
airports (existing category);
docks, wharves, maritime and inland waterway ports, and
waterway infrastructure, including dredging and navigation
improvements (expanded existing category) ;
mass commuting facilities (existing category);
facilities for the furnishing of water (existing category);
sewage facilities (existing category);
solid waste disposal facilities (existing category);

o

o

o

o
o

a

o

.
.
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a

Modified categories:
. qualified surface transportation facilities, including roads,
bridges, tunnels, passenger railroads, surface freight transfer
facilities, and other facilities that are eligible for Federal credit
assistance under title z3 ot 49 (i.e., qualified projects under TIFIA)
(existing category with modified description);
. hydroelectric power generating facilities (expanded existing
category beyond environmental enhancements to include new
construction);
. flood control and stormwater facilities (new category);
. rural broadband service facilities (new category); and
. environmental remediation costs on Brownfield and Superfund
sites (new category).
Elíminate the Alternative MínimumTaxpreference onPABs. One reason why
PABs have been underutilized is due to the punitive market interest rate effect
of the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) tax preference on PABs, which adds an
estimated 30-/+o basis points (o3o-o.tro percent) yield premium to the
borrowing rate for PABs compared to traditional governmental municipal
bonds due to the more limited demand. This creates inconsistent premiums for
service providers and disincentives for borrowers to use this financing
mechanisms. Eliminating the AMT preference on PABs would lower borrowing
costs and increase the utilization of PABs.
Remove Ststevolume caps and transportatíonvolume caps on PABs for public
purpose infrastructure projects snd expand eligibility to ports and aírports. Clean
water and drinking water projects currently are subject to State volume caps for
PABs, based on population. In recent years, as little as 1-1.5 percent of all
exempt bonds were issued to water and wastewater projects. Exceptions from
the volume cap currently are provided for other governmentally owned
facilities such as airports, ports, housing, high-speed intercity rail, and solid
waste disposal sites. Additionally, many performance-based infrastructure
projects for transportation facilities described inz6 U.S.C. tlrz(m) have taken
advantage of PABs, which allow private sector developers to benefit from
similar tax-exempt subsidies provided to public sector borrowers. The law
establishes a nationwide volume cap of Srl billion for these projects, to be
allocated by the Secretary of Transportation.
o These caps create uncertainty as to the availability of PABs in the future, as
projects require long lead times for development, and no additional PABs
may be issued for this type of facility once the cap has been exhausted.
o Amending 26 U.S.C. 7t+6 to remove the population-based volume cap
appticable to PABs for public purpose infrastructure projects of the types
covered by this proposal that have the requisite public attributes would level
the playing field between public and private service providers.
o Amending z6 U.S.C. t/*z(m) to eliminate the nationwide cap would provide
certainty that PABs would be available to a project sponsor as it developed
and evaluated a project's financial strategy. This provision would apply
only if a State volume cap did not already apply.
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Provide change-of -use provisions to preserve the tax-exempt status of
governmentslbonds. Currently, when a public project is purchased by a private
service provider, the tax-exempt status is eliminated when the private use
limits on government bonds are exceeded. This creates a structural barrier to
the privatè sector acquiring projects because that cost premium must be funded
at closing. Adding change-of-use curative provisions (26 U.S.C. r5o) to protect
the tax-exempt status of governmental bonds in transactions involving private
business use of projects financed with governmental bonds that otherwise
would violate private business use limits on those bonds (e.g., private leases)
would eliminate this private sector barrier. One curative action would allow
alternative business use of the public project in a manner thatwould qualify as
an infrastructure project etigible for a new issuance of PABs under the proposal.
Another curative action would allow recycling of an amount equal to the total
present value of a private lease of any project financed with governmental
bonds into expenditures for governmental use within two years of the lease.
Províde change-of -use cures for private leasing of projects to ensure preservation
of tax exemption for ínfrastructure projects. Currently, Treasury regulations allow
certain change-of-use remedial actions to preserve the tax exemption for the
tax-exempt governmental bonds upon a violation of private business use
restrictions. Existing remedial actions include: defeasance of the outstanding
bonds, ttrecycling" amounts received to qualifying government uses within two
years, or alternative use of a project in a way that would qualify for tax-exempt
bonds (including PABs) if retested at the time of use. These change-of-use
cures do not include private leasing as a remedial action that would preserve
tax-exempt status of the bonds. Therefore, the private sector market
participants are not able to access the tax-exempt debt market for public

infrastructure. Providing for tailored change-of-use remedial actions that
preserve the tax exemption status upon private leasing of projects subject to
outstanding tax-exempt government bonds or allowing ttrecyclingtt the total
present value of the private lease payments into public and governmental uses
within two years would ensure the assets retain the tax-exempt status of the
associated debt obligations.
V. PUBLIC LANDS INFRASTRUCTURE
The below public lands provisions would enable the additional revenues generated
from energy development on pubtic lands to pay for capital and maintenance needs of
public lands infrastructure. The Department of the Interior (DOI) manages an
extensive infrastructure asset portfolio. The infrastructure managed by the DOI
includes approximately loo,ooo miles of roads as well as dams, bridges, and irrigation
and power infrastructure. Taking care of this significant asset portfolio is a persistent
challenge. The National Park Service (NPS) has a deferred maintenance backlog of
Srr.¡ bitlion, half of which is for roads, bridges and tunnels, and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service also has a deferred maintenance backlog of $r.z billion. To address
this infrastructure need, this provision would establish a new infrastructure fund in
the U.S. Treasury entitled the Interior Maintenance Fund (Fund) comprised of
16
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additional revenues from the amounts due and payable to the United States from
mineral and energy development on Federal lands and waters.

A.

Establish Interior Maintenance Fund
a

a

a

a

a

Currently, receipts generated from mineral and energy development on public
lands are not available for capital and maintenance of public infrastructure.
This limitation perpetuates the deferred maintenance backlog for public lands
infrastructure.
Allowing half of additional receipts generated by expanded Federal energy
development to be deposited into the Fund would help the DOI address this
backlog. Such receipts would be deposited into the Fund until the cumulative
amount deposited had reached $r8 billion.
The receipts deposited in the Fund would be made available to the Secretary of
the Interior, without fiscal year limitation, to address the deferred maintenance
and capital needs for infrastructure in national parks and wildlife refuges.
The DOI would use its capital asset management systems to prioritize projects,
monitor implementation, and measure results.
VI. DISPOSITION OF FEDERAL REAL PROPERTY

The below provisions would establish authority to allow for the disposal of Federal
assets to improve the allocation of economic resources in infrastructure investment.

A.

CodifyAccelerated Depreciation for the Disposition of Non-FederalAssets
with a Federal Interest Due to Grant Receipt
a

a

a

Currently, it is unclear which disposition actions utilities and municipalities
may have undertaken with assets funded by Federal construction grants and
earmarks. Prior to Executive Order 12803-Infrastructure Privatization (tggz)
federally funded share of any disposed asset was to be returned to
-the
Treasury.
This lack of clarity results in project sponsors not understanding their
responsibilities and benefits when disposing of federally funded assets and
some sponsors choosing not to dispose of assets due to incorrect assumptions.
Codifying Executive Order t2So3would allow accelerated depreciation for the
disposition of non-Federal assets and application of those rules to any
dispositions undertaken since issuance of the Executive Order. Directing the
agencies to provide guidance on implementation also would provide clarity for
utilities and municipalities when divesting or privatizing assets.
Streamline and Improve the Federal Real Property Disposal Process

B.
a

The current statutory disposal process for real property is governed primarily
by title tro ofthe United States Code, with many requirements that are
burdensome and delay sale or disposal of federally or,rmed assets.
L7
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a

The Federal real property civilian inventory is comprised of facilities with an
average age of I+7 years, many of which are inefficient and outdated. Today,
agencies require more flexible work environments; however, the Government
largely is unable to tap into the value of the portfolio due to the current

statutory limitations.
Amending the statute to allow agencies to move property to market more
quickly and retain the gross proceeds of sale would allow the Government to be
more nimble and lower costs.

o

o

o

o

AIIow the Government to ta,ke cssefs no longer neededby any Federal agency
dírectly to market. Currently, title 4o of the United States Code requires
agencies to screen a potential disposal for at least rz public benefit
conveyance requirements. State and local governments and certain nonprofit institutions may acquire surplus real property at discounts of up to
1oo percent for various types of public use. This process can take years to
complete. Allowing the Government to take assets no longer needed by any
Federal agency directly to marketwould allow any interested party to
purchase assets at fair market value without any preferences or right of first

refusal.
Retaínproceedsfor reinvestmentin agency realproperty requírements. Under
current law, most agencies lack retention of proceeds authority, and nearly
all agencies with retention authority require an appropriation to access the
funds. This creates a disincentive to agency disposition action and prevents
reinvestment in mission-critical Federal facilities. Amending the statute to
allow retention of proceeds and expenditure without future authorization or
appropriation would allow agencies to take immediate action reinvesting in
critical real property assets, reconfiguring space to improve utilization and
lower costs, and disposing of additional unneeded assets. This provision
also would allow proceeds to be retained without fiscal year limitation.
Expand the allowable uses of the Genersl Services Administration (GSA)
DísposalFund. Current authority limits GSA assistance to other Federal
agencies for those activities that occur after a report of excess (which
highlights unneeded real property). GSA does not have authority to help
agencies on activities that prepare for the report of excess, which inhibits
the agencies' ability to dispose of assets. Additionally, agencies do not
always complete these activities because agencies must fund them from
their limited resources. Expanding authority to allow GSA to support
activities that occur prior to the report of excess, including identifying,
preparing, and divesting properties prior to the report of excess, would
reduce the Federal footprint and allow more efficient asset management.
Under this provision, the same account properties would remain, allowing
GSA to recover costs from the gross proceeds prior to agency retention.
Elímínste the requírement to ffansfer funds sbove the ídentified threshold to the
Land andWster ConservationFund. Current non-GSA property disposal
under title 4o requires a transfer to the Land andWater Conservation Fund.
Eliminating the requirement to transfer funds above the identified
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threshold to the Land and Water Conservation Fund would maximize the
funds available to support disposition actions.
Authorize Federal Divestiture of Assets that Would Be Better Managed by
State, Local, or Private Entities

c.

a

a

a

The Federal Government owns and operates certain infrastructure that would
be more appropriately owned by State, local, or private entities.
For example, the vast majority of the Nation)s electricity needs are met through
for-profit investor-ornrned utilities. Federal ownership of these assets can
result in sub-optimal investment decisions and create risk for taxpayers.
Providing Federal agencies authority to divest of Federal assets where the
agencies can demonstrate an increase in value from the sale would optimize the
taxpayer value for Federal assets. To utilize this authority, an agency would
delineate how proceeds would be spent and identify appropriate conditions
under which sales would be made. An agency also would conduct a study or
analysis to show the increase in value from divestiture. Examples of assets for

potential divestiture includeo Southwestern PowerAdministration's transmission assets;
o Western Area Power Administrationts transmission assets;
o Ronald Reagan Washington National and Dulles International Airports;
o George Washington and Baltimore Washington Parkurays;
o Tennessee ValleyAuthority transmission assets;
o Bonneville Power Administrationts transmission assets; and
o Washington Aqueduct.

VII. FEDERAL CAPITAL FINANCING FUND
Before an agency can purchase real property, it must receive an appropriation for the
full purchase price. The full appropriation scores in that year against the
discretionary caps and against the maximum funding (the ¡oz(b) allocation) that the
Appropriations Subcommittee can provide. This is problematic for large-dollar,
irregular acquisitions because they must compete with agency operating and
programmatic expenses for the limited resources available. The below provisions
would create a funding mechanism to address this issue.

A.

Create Federal Capital Financing Fund

.

Too often, tight spending limits mean that purchases are not funded, and
agencies must resort to signing long-term leases. These are always more
expensive to taxpayers over the long run because Treasury can always borrow
at the lowest rate. Because rent is obligated one year at a time, the lease
payments can fit within an agency's budget without disrupting other needs. In
contrast, private firms and State and local governments budget for purchases of
real property in separate capital budgets so that real property purchases do not
compete with annual operating needs. Their system allows proposed purchases
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a

to be compared to each other and ranked such that the ones with the highest
return on investment are funded within the total capital budget.
This provision would create a funding mechanism that is similar to a capital
budget but operates within the traditional rules used for the Federal budget by
establishing a mandatory revolving fund to finance purchases of federally
owned civilian real property. Of the total appropriation, Sro billion would be
made available to capitalize the revolving fund. Upon approval in an
Appropriations Act, the revolving fund would transfer money to agencies to
finance large-dollar real property purchases. Purchasing agencies would then
be required to repay the fund in 15 equal annual amounts using discretionary

appropriations.

a

As a result, purchases of real property assets would no longer compete with
annual operating and programmatic expenses for the limited funding available
under tight discretionary caps. Instead, agencies would pay for real property
over time as the propertywere utilized. The repayments would be made from
future appropriations, which would provide an incentive to select projects with
the highest return on investment, including future cost avoidance. The
repayments also would replenish the revolving fund so that real property could
continually be replaced as needed.

PART

2

_

AD

DITIONAL PROVI SIONS FOR I NFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
I. TRANSPORTATION

These provisions would incentivize and remove barriers to the development and
improvement of transportation infrastructure in our Nation. These provisions would
enèourage and incentivize alternative project delivery, including State, tribal,local
and private investment, in transportation; streamline Federal procedures for
delivering transportation projects; and decrease barriers and reduce unnecessary
Federal oversight to facilitate timely delivery of projects. This renewed investment in
transportation would strengthen our economy, enhance our competitiveness in world
trade, create jobs and increase wages for our workers, and reduce the costs of goods
and services for our families.
A.

Financing

1.

Provide Sfates T ollíng FlexibíIity
a

Provide States flexibility to toll on lnterstates and reínvest toll revenues ín
infrastructure. Currently, Federal law allows tolling Interstates in limited
circumstances. Totling restrictions foreclose what might otherwise serve as a
major source of revenue for infrastructure investment. Providing States
flexibility to toll existing Interstates would generate additional revenues for
States to invest in surface transportation infrastructure. Current requirements
that States must reinvest toll revenues in infrastructure would continue to
apply.
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a

Reconcíle the grandfathered restríctions on use of highway toll revenues with
currentlaw. Toll facilities that received Federal approval under the Surface
Transportation and uniform Relocation Assistance Act of 1987 (STURRA) may
use toll revenues only for the construction, reconstruction, operation, and debt
service of the toll facility itself. Current law, however, allows other toll
facilities to use toll revenues (in addition to the costs noted above) on other
title z3 projects. The tighter restrictions, specific to the STURRA toll facilities,
prevent some States from devoting existing toll revenues to other critical
highway projects. Adjusting the STURRA "use of revenues" provisions to align
wilh current toll authorities would free these resources and allow other critical
highway projects to go forward.
Extend Streamlíned Passenger Facilíty Charge Process from Non-hub Airports to

2.

SmallHub Airports
a

Current law (49 U.S.C. t*ott7) outlines the application process to impose
passenger facility charges (PFCs), as well as the approval process and pilot
program for alternative procedures. Small, medium, and large hub airports
must provide extensive documentation in PFC applications to demonstrate the
eligibility, justification, objective, project costs, significant contribution (large
and medium hubs) and other requirements. The streamlined non-hub process
requires reduced information, primarily relating to project descriptions and
costs.

a

a

3.

Current law creates an unreasonable burden on small hub airports filing PFC
applications.
Extending the streamlined PFC process to small hub airports would allow these
airports tò more readily fund needed development as well as reduce delays and
unnecessary requirements in the PFC process.
Provide States Flexibility to Commercíalize lnterstate RestAress

a

a

a

Federal law prohibits most commercial activity within the Interstate right-ofway, including at Interstate rest areas.
This limits infrastructure investment opportunities and the ability to generate
revenues to operate and maintain Interstates.
Amending the law (z¡ U.S.C. rrr) to provide States flexibility to commercialize
Interstate rest areas, and requiring the revenues to be reinvested in the corridor
in which they are generated, would support new infrastructure investment.
States would not be permitted to charge fees for essential services such as water
or access to restrooms.
Provide New Flexíbility for Transportation Projects wíth De Minímis Federsl Share

4.
a

Under current law, even when a State or private sector entity provides the
majority of the funding for a project, it still must seek review and approval
under the laws of any Federal agency with jurisdiction.
2L
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Expand Qualifíed Credit Assistance and Other Capabilities for State Infrastructure
Banks

5

.
.
.

State infrastructure banks (SIBs) currently are underutilized.
This underutilization can inhibit State and local governments from best
directing Federal funds to infrastructure projects.
Providing incentives to use SIBs, such as reducing federalization requirements
on funds lent to SIBs that are deployed locally, could encourage the use of SIBs.
Expanding the legat capabilities of SIBs, in addition to direct appropriations,
would allow SIBs to take responsibility for infrastructure funding in an
effective manner that may not be possible for the Federal Government,
particularly for rural projects or projects of smaller total cost.

Highways

B.

Authorize Federal Land Management Agencies to Use Contracting Methods
Available to States

7.

a

a

a

2

The additional procedures, costs and time delays associated with Federal
requirements discourage infrastructure investments by State and local entities
and private investors. Federal requirements also contribute to unnecessary
delays in delivering needed projects even when the Federal interest is small.
Amending titles z3and 49 to provide targeted flexibility pertaining to the
application of Federal requirements where the project funding is primarily
non-Federal and the Federal share is minimal would increase investments in
infrastructure and reduce project delays and costs.

Current law authorizes State departments of transportation (State DOTs) and
local governments to use a range of commonly used project delivery methods
(e.g., electronic bidding, bridge bundling, project bundling, construction
manager-general contractor), but does not authorize Federal Land
Management Agencies (FLMAs) to use these same methods-even when the
FLMAs are delivering projects with title z3 funds.
This constrains FLMAst procurement options, which in some cases increases
the cost or timeline for delivering Federal lands highway projects.
Expanding to FLMAs all title 23 contracting methods (for projects funded with
title z3 funds) would enable more efficient delivery of these projects.
Raise the CostThreshold for Major ProiectRequirements to St Bíllíon

Current law (23 U.S.C. roó(h)) defines a major project as any project that
receives Federal financial assistance and has an estimated total project cost of
S5oo million or more. Financial plans and project management plans must be
submitted to the Federal HighwayAdministration (FHWA) for all major
projects.
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a

For projects that are routinely managed by FHWA and State DOTs, these
requirements do very little to ensure the success of the project. Instead, the
requirements create an administrative burden that wastes resources and delays
project delivery.
Amending the law to raise the threshold for major projects from S5oo million
to Sr biltion would remove unnecessary oversight requirements from smaller,
less complex projects that are routinely managed by FHWA and State DOTs.

Authorize Utility Relocation to Take Place Prior to NEPA Completion

3
a

a

a

Current law requires any utility relocation to occur after completion of the
NEPA review process. Utility relocation is similarly restricted for transit
projects.
Most projects with pre-construction activities include utility relocation, which
typically is a long lead item that cannot start until NEPA is completed. This
contributes to construction delays and cost escalation.
Amending the law to allow utility relocation to take place prior to NEPA
completion would streamline the building process, reduce overall construction
time, and lower costs. Under this proposal, appropriate limitations would be
included to ensure the integrity of the NEPA process, such as making the
reimbursement of costs incurred dependent on the selection of an alternative
that requires the utilities to be relocated. Relocation costs only would be
reimbursed if a project were completed.
Authorize Repayment of Federal Investment to Eliminate Perpetual Application of
Federal Requirements

4.

a

a

a

Projects that use of Federal-aid highway funds for the construction of a
highway or bridge are constrained by Federal requirements. Many of these
requirements continue to apply to the facility after the project is
complete. These requirements include restrictions on tolling; requirements
pertaining to the location of a commercial plazawithin the right-of-way of an
Interstatehighway; restrictions on Interstate access; and compliance with size
and weight standards, highway beautification standards, and high occupancy
vehicle lane operation standards.
These perpetual Federal requirements can inhibit a State)s ability to obtain
value from the facitity and have flexibility with respect to its future operations
and maintenance. In the past, whenever a State wished to be released from the
application of these requirements, Congress enacted a specific statutory
provision that permitted the State to refund the Federal investment in that
facility. Upon repayment of Federal funds, the State was relieved of compliance
with the Federal requirements that attached to the facility.
Amending the law to provide general authority for States to repay the Federal
investment in a facilitywould provide States with the ability to obtain value
from their assets and flexibility in how their highways and bridges are operated
and maintained. The repayment of Federal funds invested in a facility would be
23
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the actual amount of Federal investment, unadjusted for inflation. Any funds
repaid in this manner would be credited to the Highway Trust Fund, and the
Stãte would receive an equal amount of funding (available for obligation) under
the Surface Transportation Block Grant Program.
Províde SmaIIHighway ProjectswithRelief for the Same FederalRequirements cs
Major Projects

5

o

a

a

Transit

C.

RequireVslue Capture Financíng as Condítion of Receipt of TransitFunds for Capital
Investment Grants

1.

a

a

2

Currently, some smaller scale projects (e.9., those typically eligible for
transportation alternatives) funded under the Surface Transportation Block
GrantProgram must be treated as major highway projects, even if they are not
located within the right-of-way of a Federal-aid highway (z¡ u.s.C. r¡¡).
This means that smaller, simpler projects that could be implemented and open
to the pubtic quickty often are delayed by tengthy procurement procedures and
Federal requirements that are more appropriate for larger, more complex
projects.
Ámending this requirement for smaller projects that predominantly are outside
the Federat -aid highway right- of -way would eliminate Federal procurement
requirements for these infrastructure projects. This would allow States to use
their own procedures to implement these projects.

Federal programs for transit capital projects do not require value capture
ttvalue capture" to mean
financing. Current law includes a broad definition of
t'recovering the increased property value to property located near public
transportation resulting from investments in public transportation." (49 U.S.C.
ßoz(zÐ). Value capture can include joint development, land value taxes, tax
increment financing, special assessment districts, transportation utility fees,
development impact fees, negotiated extractions, transit oriented
development, and air rights.
Failure of transit authorities to use value capture financing reduces funds
available for transit capital projects.
Amending the law to include value capture financing as a prerequisite for
Section SZog Capitat Investment (Discretionary) Grants, excluding Small Starts
projects, would increase resources available for transit capital projects and
decrease dependence on Federal grant programs for continued development.
Eliminate Constraints on
Trsnsít

IJse

of Public-Private and Public-Public Partnerships ín
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Current law (49 U.S.C. Chapter 53 and its implementing regulations) impedes
the greater use of public-private and public-public partnerships in transit
capital projects.
These constraints reduce the funds available for transit capital projects.
Eliminating these constraints would encourage greater investment in transit
capital projects.
Codify Expedited Project Delívery for Capital lnvestment Grants Pilot Program

3.

.

.

.

Currently, the Federal Transit Administrationts (FTA) framework for publicprivate partnerships is a non-codified pitot program limiting the number of
projects eligible to participate and capping the Federal share at25 percent
(Section 3oo5(b) of the FAST Act). The program also requires participants to
utilize existing union staff.
The current pilot program is structured to offer participants a more
streamlined approach to the full-funding grant agreement approval process
and broader authority to proceed with construction. These attributes are
appealing to potential concessionaires and State and local jurisdictions.
However, the constraints placed on the program undermine the goals of
expediting project delivery.
Codifying the pitot program, ensuring it is allowable for all Capital Investment
Grant projects and not just on a pilot basis, and increasing the Federal share to
50 percent would attract increased private investment and further expedite
project delivery.
Rail

D

Apply FAST Act Streamliníng Provisions to Rail Projects snd Shorten the Statute oÍ
Limitstions

1.

a

a

a

The FAST Act directed DOT to review all previously enacted highway permit
reforms and project streamlining procedures under title z3 and to apply them
to railroad projects under jurisdiction of the DOT.
This created a discrepancy between a two-year statute of limitations for rail
projects and a 1!o-day statute of limitations for transit and highway projects.
In addition, this created a discrepancy between railroad projects administered
by DOT and many large railroad
projects administered by agencies other than the DOT (e.g., USACE and the
United States Coast Guard) which are not subject to the FAST Act streamlining

provisions under titte 23.
Amending the law to clarify that all rail projects, regardless of lead Federal
agency, can take advantage of FAST Act streamlining provisions would help
expedite rail project delivery. Amending the statute of limitations from two
years to 15o days for rail projects would make the time frame for legal
challenges on rail projects consistentwith those for transit and highway
projects.
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Airports

E.

Creste More Efficient Federal Avistion Administration Oversight of Non-aviation
Dev elopment Activities at Airports

1.

a

a

a

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has conducted long-standing
reviews of projects other than critical airfield infrastructure (including
terminals, access and service roads, hangars, and other types of facilities)
(based on statutory requirements set forth in 49 U.S.C. Chapter /*Tt,particularly
Sections /+7Loz- /+7rr3 and Section 5oror).
This burdens FAA to review projects other than critical airfield infrastructure,
and as a result, slows project delivery.
Amending the law (49 U.S.C. 47toÐ to limit FAA approval and oversight of nonaviation development activities at airports would create more efficient FAA
oversight of critical airfield infrastructure.
Reduce Barriers to Alternative Proiect Delivery

2
a

a

a

3.

for Airports

Current taw (49 U.S.C. t*7ß/+) provides that, under an existing pilot program, 65
percent of carriers at an airport must approve privatization to privatize an
airport. The current pilot program is limited to only ro airports, including only
one large hub airport.
The pilot program allows individual air carriers to overturn an airport's desire
to privatize, blocking private investments in airports.
Removing the limitation on the number and size of airports that can participate
in the pilot program and decreasing the percentage of airlines needed to
approve privatization from 65 percent to a majority vote would reduce barriers
to alternative project delivery for airports and provide more flexibility for
carriers to approve privatization.
Clarify Authoríty for lncentive Payments under the AirportlmprovementProgram

a

a

t+.
o

Currently, the Airport Improvement Program (AIP) does not allow incentive
payments for accelerated construction.
This adds time to AIP projects, since they cannot pay for accelerated
completion.
Clarifying the authority under the AIP (4,9 U.S.C. t Ttto) to permit additional
financial incentives, alongwith profit margin, for contractors would increase
work efficiency and reduce project completion times.
Move Oversíght of AIP Funds to Post-expenditure Audíts

Current law (49 U.S.C. I+71o4- t+7ro6) requires FAA to review and approve grant
applications under the AIP.
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a

This oversight sometimes causes delays in sponsors receiving funds assigned
to their airports.
Revising the statutory requirements for AIP to shift FAA oversight from grant
applications to post-expenditure audits would expedite conveyance of funds to
sponsors.

II. WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
The belowwater infrastructure provisions would incentivize the development of
effective and efficient water infrastructure, outcome-based procurement, and full
life-cycle asset management to improve water infrastructure. These changes would
provide greater flexibitities for USACE and its non-Federal partners to use available
federal ãnd non-Federal funds, generate new revenues and retain certain revenues in
support of project requirements,make greater use of contributed funds, and allow for
innovative use of contracting tools.

Financing

A.

Authorize Cle an Water Rev olving Fund f or P riv ately Ow ned Public - purpo se
TreatmentWorks

1.

a

a

a

Provide New Flexibility for Water Projects with De Minimís Federal Share

2.
a

a

a

B.

Current law allows the DWSRF to lend to private owners. However, the Clean
Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) is generally restricted to publicly owned
wastewater projects.
Privately owned public-purpose treatment works are not eligible for CWSRF
funding at the Federal level.
Authorizing the CWSRF (¡¡ U.S.C. 1383) to provide financial assistance to
publicly or¡med and privately owned pubtic-purpose treatment works would
make more funding available for treatment works.

Under current law, even when a State or private sector entity provides the
majority of the funding for a project, a project must still obtain review and
approval under the laws of any Federal agencywith jurisdiction.
The additional procedures, costs, and time delays associated with Federal
requirements discourage infrastructure investments by State and local entities
and private investors. These tegal restrictions also contribute to delays in
delivering needed projects even when the Federal interest is small.
Amending the law to provide targeted flexibility pertaining to the application of
Federal requirements where the project funding is primarily non-Federal and
the Federal share is minimal would increase investments in water
infrastructure and reduce project delays and costs.
Vl/ater Programs
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ide EP A Inf r astr uctur e

P r o g r ams
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ith " SEp - t 5 " Author izing L anguag

e

Currently, the EPAAdministrator has limited authority to test and experiment
within its programs.
This limits the EPA's abitity to explore new approaches that might increase
project management flexibility, increase innovation, improve efficiency, assure
timely project implementation, and develop new revenue streams.
Providing the EPAAdministrator authority (similar to 23 U.S.C. 5o2) to
encourage tests and experimentation in the water projects development
process to permit the Administrator to explore alternative and innovative
approaches to the overall project development process and to develop more
effective approaches to project planning, project development, finance, design,
construction, maintenance, and operations.
Apply ldentical Regulatory Requirements to Privately Owned Publíc-purpose
T r e atment Wo rla an d Publícly Ow ne d T r e atm e nt Wo rks

2

a

a

Currently, different requirements may apply to privately versus publicly owned
treatment works.
This creates an unnecessary market distortion that puts private treatment
works under more stringent and costly regulatory requirements than public
sector equivalents, despite both serving public communities.
Modifying the Clean Water Act to ensure identical requirements apply to
privately owned public-purpose treatment works and privately owned
treatment works would provide a level playing field for all service providers.
InlandWaterways

c.

Expand Authority Related to Non-Federal Construction snd Operatíon of Inland
Waterways Projects

1

a

a

Currently, Congress individually authorizes inland waterways projects to be
constructed, maintained and operated by USACE. Only USACE is authorized to
use funds appropriated from the Inland Waterways Trust Fund (IWTF) or from
the General Fund (GF) of the Treasury for construction, repair, rehabilitation,
maintenance, and operation of inland waterways projects. Fuel taxes paid by
commercial users of the inland waterway system contribute to the IWIF, which
pays for 50 percent of construction and major rehabilitation on the system,
with the rest coming from the General Fund; once completed, project
maintenance and operations are entirely paid for from the General Fund.
This means that only USACE can perform construction and operations, even if
there is a less costly alternative. In addition, this constrains projects to USACE
operational capacity limits, which has resulted in a backlog of projects and
deferred maintenance, lower operational effectiveness, and increased doum
time of waterway assets.
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D.

Authorizing the Secretary of the Army to execute agreements with non-Federal
public or private entities to use IWTF and GF funds for construction, repair,
rehabilitation, maintenance and operation activities, and the ability to enter
into third party contracts, concessions, and operating agreements, would
enable greater innovation and efficiency by allowing non-Federal entities a
greater role in performingwork on these projects.
\Ã/ater Infrastructure Resources

Authorize U ser F ee Colle ctíon snd Retentio n under the WRRDA Section 50 4 P ilot
Program and Recreation User Fees for Operation snd Msintenance of Public
Facilities

1.

1

O

a

Currently, neither the Federal Government nor non-Federal service providers
have authority to impose user fees under the water infrastructure pilot program
authorized under Section 5ot¿,ofthe Water Resources Reform and
Development Act (WRRDA) of zottn. \Ã/hen user fees are permitted, they are
sent to Treasury once collected, not returned to operate and maintain the site
from which they were generated.
Without a dedicated revenue source, innovative partnerships are nearly
impossible to execute because third parties would be subject to appropriation
risk. This risk makes transactions uneconomical and highly unlikely to close.
Aging infrastructure at USACE-managed recreation sites is in need of
significant repair and rehabilitation, and annual USACE appropriations have
notbeen sufficient to address long-term operation and maintenance needs and
safety concerns.
Authorizing the Federal Government and third party service providers to
impose and retain fees under WRRDA to use or defray costs associated with
carrying out a project would enable effective infrastructure partnerships. This
proposal would limit application to no more than ten projects andwould
specify that the respective non-Federal interests indemnify and hold the
Federal Government harmless as a result of non-Federal actions, including that
the Federal Government assumes no responsibility for costs of said nonFederal actions. Amending the law (16 U.S.C. r+6od3) to provide USACE the
authority to retain recreation user fees generated at USACE-managed
recreation sites and facilities would enable USACE to address the backlog of
infrastructure, public safety and visitor use management needs at sites where
user fees are collected.
ExpandU.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Authority to Engage in Long-term Contracts

2.
a

a

Current law generally restricts the award of multi-year contracts to a period of
no more than five years.
Infrastructure asset contracts typically are much longer than five years, and
therefore the cost and risk associated with five-year contracts creates a cost
and resource prohibitive barrier to successful transactions.
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Authorize Commer cíal Operation and Maintenance Activities at Hy dropow er
Facílities

3

a

a

a

Current law defines operation and maintenance activities at hydropower
facilities undertaken by Civil Works personnel as of the date of enactment of
the Water Resources Development Act of tggo as inherently governmental and
not commercial activities. (Section 3t4of. the \Ã/ater Resources Development Act
of tggo; ¡¡ U.S.C. z3zt).
This designation creates unnecessary bureaucracy and restricts open
competiti,on that leads to excess costs for operations that can easily be done at a
lower cost and more efficiently.
Amending the law to restore the authority of the Secretary of the Army to
determine whether operation and maintenance functions at hydropower
facilities on USACE projects are commercial activities and appropriate for
performance by non-Federal entities would increase the opportunity for open
competition and lead to more efficient operations and maintenance.
De

l+.
o

a

a

5

Extending the contract period to allow the Secretary of the Army to enter into
contractsJor a period up to 50 years would enable USACE to enter into longterm contracts that encompass the full life-cycle management of infrastructure
assets in the program (Section 5or4 of WRRDA). This amendmentwould
specify that the respective non-Federal interests indemnify and hold the
r'è¿erát Government harmless as a result of non-Federal actions, including that
the Federal Government assumes no responsibility for costs of said nonFederal actions.

autho r iz e C er tsin

F e der

sI

Civ

íl Wo rks P r oi e cts

Currently, all USACE projects remain authorized in perpetuity. This includes
completèd projects that are under USACE control but are approaching the end
of their service life, as well as projects that were built by USACE but are
operated and maintained by non-Federal entities. Extensive regulatory and
sfatutory compliance provisions apply to non-Federal sponsors associated with
USACE projects, including Section r4 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, as
((Section
4o8tt).
amended (¡¡ U.S.C. 408, commonly referred to as
projects
constructed
These provisions can make local alterations to federally
expensive and difficult, as even simple modifications to a Federal project by an
apþhcant trigger a Section 408 review, which increases the costs to both the
Government and the applicant.
Amending the law to establish a streamlined deauthorization process that
allows foithose USACE projects approaching the end of their service life and for
those projects operated and maintained by non-Federal interests that do not
requirê Federal oversight would release Federal and non-Federal resources to
be used for other purposes.
Expand Author ity f or Acceptance of

Co ntr ibuted
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and Adv anced Funds

a

a

a

A non-Federal Sponsor can provide non-Federal funds to the Federal

Government through contributed and advanced funds, to advance investments
in infrastructure. However, under current law, the process to accept
contributed and advanced funds is protracted and limited by several factors.
Projects therefore suffer years of delay, unable to take full benefit of a willing
sponsor to provide non-Federal funds.
Amending the law (¡¡ U.S.C. Zorh) to expand authority for the acceptance of
contributed funds even if no Federal funds have been appropriated for the
authorized project, changing individual notifications to an annual reporting
requirement, and expanding appticability of advanced funds authority to all
authorized water resources development studies and projects would increase
non-Federal spending and expedite project execution.
Amend Water Resour ce s D ev elop ment Act to AIIow f or Waiv er of Cost Limits

6
a

a

a

Current law provides a maximum total cost for congressionally authorized
projects.
Projects that exceed the cost limitation (Section 9oz of the Water Resources
Development Act of rg86) require authorization by Congress to raise the
maximum total project cost, which can add significant delays in delivering
infrastructure projects.
Amending the law to allow the maximum total cost limitation to be waived
upon the recommendation of the Secretary of the Armywould provide
flexibility to avoid delays in delivering infrastructure projects.

III. VETERANS AFFAIRS
The following provisions would provide flexibility to the Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) ú use the value of its existing assets to provide our Nation's veterans the
state-of-the-art facilities they deserve. The VA has a nationwide physical footprint
that includes aging facilities. \Mhile the physical assets owned by the VA are growing
outdated, the underlying property values continue to increase.

A.

Provide VA Real Property Flexibilities

.

of propertíes and exchange exísting
føcilíties for construction of new facílíties. Under current law, the VA cannot
retain the proceeds from sales of its properties, nor can the VA exchange its
existing facilities for the construction of new facilities. This hinders the VA's
abitity [o make needed capital improvements, including new construction and
renovations. Authorizingthe VA to retain proceeds from sales of its properties
and exchange its existing facilities or land for new construction would provide
the VA flexibitity to better futfitl its mission, including making capital
improvements for new construction and renovations and for funding lease or
service costs in a facility.

AuthorízeV[to retsin proceeds from

sales
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Authorize pilot program forVAto exchange land or facilities for lease of space in
multí-tenantfacíIíties. Congress should create a pilot program, for up to five
projects, to allow the VA to exchange existing VA land or facilities for a lease of
space in a resulting private facility built on the former VA land. The VAoccupied space would be built to the same commercial standards as the
remainder of the facitity and could be in a stand-alone building or part of
another buitding. The private sector financing could not be based on the full
faith and credit of the U.S. Government or guaranteed U.S. Government
tenancy. The lease term after credits would be a maximum of seven years, and
any future lease or extension after the initial term also would be limited to
seven years. The lease and service rates during the credit timeframe and any
subsequent lease term would be at market or less. The explicit dollar amount of
termination (e.g., one year of rent payments) would be required to be included
in the agreement, and VAwould budget rent and termination in accordance
with OMB Circular A-11. The lease would be structured to assure that VA had
exit privileges, and that VAwould have an exclusive right, but not the
obligation, to renew or extend the term of the lease.
Increase the threshold above whichVAis require to obtsín congressional
suthorízationfor leases. Current law requires VA to obtain congressional
authorization for any lease above $r mitlion in annual costs. This differs from
the GSA prospectus threshold established under title 4o of the United States
Code. The GSA prospectus currently carries a threshold of S¡.o95 million and is
reevaluated periodically. These differing thresholds require the VA to seek
authorization for more leases. Increasing the authorization threshold for VA
major medical leases (¡8 U.S.C. 8ro4) from the current threshold of $r million
in annual costs to the current GSA prospectus threshold which is 5¡.095 million
and updated periodicallywould reduce the number of VA authorizations and
align the authorization levels across the two programs.
IV. LAND REVITALIZATI ON ( BROIùTIINFIELD/ SUPERFUND REFORM)

The below provisions would expand funding eligibility for revitalization projects and
establish tools to manage and address legal and financial risks. These provisions
would incentivize the development and dissemination of strong infrastructure risk
mitigation and asset management standards to accelerate the desired
traniformational shifts for the public good-increases in revenue generation, risk
allocation to the parties best equipped to mitigate concerns, and greater attention to
maintenance and innovative design.

A.

Create a Superfund Revolving Loan Fund and Grant Program and Authorize
National Priorities List Sites to be Eligible for Brornmfield Grants
a

Currently, the Brownfietd program has a revolving loan/grant fund, but under
CERCLA Sections 1o1(39X8) and 1o1(41XC), Superfund sites are not eligible for
the program. National Priorities List (NPL) sites currently are not eligible for
Bror¡mfield grants.
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a

Provide Liability Relief for States and Municipalities Acquiring Contaminated
Property through Actions as Sovereign Governments

B.

a

a

a

c.

Therefore, low interest loan funds are not available to clean up Superfund sites
and because NPL sites cannot access Bror¡¡nfield grants, they cannot fund any
development unrelated to the response action.
Amending the Small Business Liabitity Relief and Brownfields Revitalization
Act to include a Superfund revolving fund would facilitate new investment into
Superfund cleanup and reuse and would provide non-liable third parties a low
interest source of funds to perform removals, remedial design, remedial action
and long-term stewardship. Amending the law (CERCLA Section ror(4o)) to
allow trlÞl sites or portions thereof to be eligible for Brornmfield grants at EPA's
discretion would make funds available to eligible entities to conduct
assessments, complete cleanups, and implement remedy enhancements to
accommodate development and perform long-term stewardship. This
proposal would include areas of the NPL site that are not related to the response
action; areas that can be parceled out from the NPL response action; areas
where the NPL response action is complete but the site has not been delisted
yet; or areas where the NPL response action is complete but the facility is still
subject to orders or consent decrees under CERCLA. This would be a new
Bror¡rnfields grant program targeted to Superfund sites.

Currently, State and local governments may be exempt from CERCLA liability as
an t'ovtrner or operatortt if they acquire o'nmership or control of contaminated
property involuntarily through bankruptcy, tax delinquency, abandonment, or
õther circumstances under which the State or local government involuntarily
acquires title by virtue of its function as a sovereign government.
tta unit of State or local
However, confusion exists regarding the meaning of
government,tt ((involuntary acquisition,tt and ttacquires title by virtue of its
function as sovereign," which inhibits State and local governments from
becoming full partners in the cleanup and reuse of Superfund sites.
Ctarifying and expanding the current liability exemption (CERCLA Section
ror(zoXD)) to afford State and local governments an exemption from liability
for all property acquisitions undertaken by virtue of their sovereign function
would encourage these entities to become full partners in the cleanup and reuse
of Superfund sites. Additionally, these changes would allow more State and
local governments to be etigibte for grants and to acquire propertywithout fear
of liability. Such relief from liability would be conditioned upon State and local
governments not contributing to the contamination and meetingthe
óbHgations imposed on Bona Fide Prospective Purchasers (BFPPs) in Section
ror(¿oXC)-(G), including exercising appropriate care with respect to releases
of.hazardous substances at the facility.
Provide EPA Express Settlement Authority to Enter into Administrative
Agreements
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a

Currently, CERCLA does not provide express authority for EPA to enter into
certain administrative settlement agreements to clean up and reuse sites. EPA
does not have express authority to settle with BFPPs or other third parties who
may be subject to a statutory defense or exemption or to settle administratively
with a potentially responsible party who is willing to perform remedial
action. CERCLA (Section tzz(a)) provides the President with authority to enter
into an agreement with any person to perform a response action when the
Presideni determines the action will be done properly. CERCLA further requires
that when EPA enters into a settlement for a remedial action with a potentially
responsible party, the settlement must be approved by the Attorney General
and entered into the United States District Court as a consent decree.
CERCLA limitations hinder the cleanup and reuse of Superfund sites and
contribute to delays in cleanups due to negotiations.
Amending the law to provide EPAwith express settlement authority to enter
into administrative agreements with BFPPs and other statutorily protected
parties and to enter into administrative agreements with any party to perform
iemedial action in appropriate circumstances (e.g., partial, earÌy remedial
action) would promote and expedite the cleanup and reuse of Superfund sites.
Integrate Cleanup, Infrastructure and Long-term Stewardship Needs by
Creating Flexibility in Funding and Execution Requirements

D

restrict EPA's ability to creatively integrate
cleanup, rebuitding infrastructure, and long-term stewardship. Additionally,
EPA is subject to a number of restrictions on its ability incorporate
infrastructure needs into cleanup design and implementation, particularlywith
respect to coordinating funding of such activities.
These restrictions prevent EPA from incorporating infrastructure needs into
cleanup design and implementation.
Removing these restrictions for infrastructure projects that could easily be
integrateã with the cleanup work and funded by a third party, would enable EPA
to bètter incorporate infrastructure needs (e.9., pipelines, power lines) into
cleanup design and implementation and would promote site reuse.

CERCLA and appropriations laws

a

a
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INFRASTRUCTURE PERMITTING IMPROVEMENT

I.

FEDERAL ROLE

The below provisions would protect the environment while at the same time
delivering projects in a less costly and more time effective manner by:
creating a new, expedited structure for environmental reviews;
delegating more decision-making to States and enhancing coordination
between State and Federal reviews; and
authorizingpitot programs through which agencies may experiment with
innovative approaches to environmental reviews while enhancing

o
.
.

environmental protections.
((One
Agency, One Decisiontt Environmental Review Structure
Establishing a

A.
1.

Protect the Environment through a Structure that Establishes Firm Deadlines to
Complete Environmental Reviews and Permits

.

.

.
.

B.
1.

Under current law, project sponsors of infrastructure projects must navigate
environmental reviews under the National Environmental PolicyAct (NEPA)
and permitting processes with multiple Federal agencies with separate
decision-making authority and often counter-viewpoints. These many hoops
affect the ability of project sponsors to construct projects in a timely and cost
effective manner.
This creates inefficiencies in project environmental protection, review and
permitting decisions, which delays infrastructure investments, increases
þroject coéts, generates uncertainty, and prevents the American people from
ieceiving the benefits of improved infrastructure and environmental
protections in a timelY manner.
This proposal would establish a firm deadline of zt months for lead agencies to
complete their environmental reviews through the issuance of a Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI) or Record of Decision (ROD), as appropriate.
Rdditionally, the proposal would establish a firm deadline of 3 months after the
lead agencyts FONSI or ROD for Federal agencies to make decisions with respect
to the necessary permits. (This 3-month deadline also would apply to any
permits issued by State agencies under Federal law pursuant to delegations of
authority from a Federal oversight agency where such permits are a
prerequisite to the completion of a Federal agency's ability to issue a permit.)
Âppropriate enforcement mechanisms would be established to ensure that
permit decisions are issued.

Reducing Inefficiencies in Environmental Reviews
Requíre a Single Environmental Review Document and a Single Record of Decisíon
Coordinated by the Lead AgencY
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Currently, Federal NEPA reviews are conducted by the Federal agencies with
jurisdiction over the same project. Agencies are encouraged, but not required,
to prepare joint analyses. Requiring joint analyses can reduce the potential for
delay caused by separate analyses.
When not coordinated, these reviews can be duplicative and difficult for a
project sponsor to navigate. Decisions are not issued in the same time frame
and frequently are spread out over long periods of time. This additional time
can add months, or even years, to the environmental review process, with little
benefit to the environment.
Requiring the lead Federal agency under NEPA to develop a single Federal
environmental review document to be utilized by all agencies, and a single ROD
to be signed by the lead Federal agency and all cooperating agencies, would
reduce duplication and create a more efficient, timely review process.
Clørify thatAlternatives Outsíde of the Scope of an Agency's Authority or Applicsnt's
Cap ability Ar e N ot F e asible Alternativ es

2.

a

a

a

The heart of the NEPA process is the evaluation of alternatives. The
development, analysis, and weighing of alternatives serves to ensure that
Federal officials make informed decisions.
However, an agency should not be required to consider alternatives that are
outside its authority or outside the capability of the applicant. Such
alternatives are not feasible and do not need to be considered in an
environmental review.
Clarifying that alternatives outside the scope of an agency's authority or an
applicantrs capability are not feasible alternatives for purposes of NEPAwould
allow agencies and applicants to focus their resources and analyses on those
alternatives that are actually legally, technically, and economically feasible.
Dírect the Council on Environmental Quality to lssue Regulations to Stresmline the
NEPA Process

3

a

a

a

Council on Environmental Quatity (CEQ regulations and guidance provide an
important basis for the implementation of NEPA. The environmental review
process under NEPA as it exists today is lengthy, inefficient, and costly.
CEQs regulations were issued in 1978, before the advent of the Internet, and
have been subject to only one revision since then.
Requiring CEQto revise its regulations to streamline NEPAwould reduce the
time and costs associated with the NEPA process and would increase efficiency,
predictability, and transparency in environmental reviews.
Elimínste Redundancy in EP[Reviews of Ë,nvironmental Impact Ststements under
Section 3og of the Clesn Aír Act

4.

a

Currently, Section 3og of the Clean Air Act requires that EPA review and publish
comments on most Environmental Impact Statements (EISs) (42 U.S.C. tß32).
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Under this authority, EPA publishes comments on draft and final EISs. EPA also
provides a rating for EISs. In addition to its responsibility under Section 3o9,
EPA has a separate regulatory responsibility to review and comment on EISs on
matters within its jurisdiction and typically would be included as a cooperating
agency for areas within its technical expertise.
The extra review under Section 3o9 adds a step to the environmental review
process that can cause delays without increasing protection to the
ènvironment. Issues are sometimes raised late in the process or go beyond the
bounds of EPA's subject matter expertise. Lead Federal agencies must take
time to respond to EPA's additional comments in the Section 3o9 review, even
if the comments are outside of EPAts special expertise. This review is no longer
necessary, given that Federal agencies have gained significant NEPA experience
since this lawwas enacted and because EPA has other authority to review and
comment on matters within its jurisdiction.
Eliminating EPAts additional review and assessment of EISs would remove
duplication and make the environmental review process more efficient. This
change would not eliminate EPA)s regulatory responsibilities to comment
during the development of EISs on matters within EPA's jurisdiction or EPA's
responsibilities to collect and publish EISs. It also would not prevent EPA from
providing technical assistance to the lead or other cooperating agencies upon
request.
Focus the Scope of Feder al Resource Agency NEPA Anaþsis on Ar eqs of
Exp e rtis e o r J ur is dictio n

5

a

a

Sp

ecial

Currently, disagreements often occur regarding the proper scope of NEPA
review, particularly a resource agencyts review for a large or complex project.
Federal agencies sometimes provide comments or raise objections to issues
beyond the scope of their areas of special expertise or jurisdiction.
These objections and comments create confusion for the public and result in
untimely decisions and additional workload.
Focusing Federal resource agenciest authority to comment on portions of the
NEPA analysis that are relevant to their areas of special expertise or jurisdiction
would maximize the effectiveness of agency reviews and streamline project
delivery.
Reduce Duptication snd Incresse Flexibility ín Establishing andUsing Categorical
Exclusions

6

a

a

Currently, each Federal agency establishes its ornm categorical exclusions (CEs)
by developing a record to substantiate that an activity would not result in
significant environmental impacts. All categorical exclusions that a Federal
agency proposes to establish or change are reviewed and approved by CEQ
Even when a CE has been substantiated by a Federal agency and approved by
CEq it may not be used by another Federal agencywithout a separate
substantiation and approval process to incorporate the CE into the other
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a

Federal agency's NEPA procedures. A Federal agency also may not change its
internal documentation requirements related to CEs, such as moving a
ttdocumented" CE to the ttundocumented" list, even if experience shows that
documentation is no longer needed.
Authorizing any Federal agency to use a CE that has been established by
another Federal agency and identifying documented CEs that can be moved to
an agency's undocumented CE tist without undergoing the CE substantiation
and ãpprôval process would reduce duplication and unnecessary environmental
analysis for actions that do not create a significant environmental impact. Each
agency would track and catalogue its use of another agencyts CEs under this

provision.
More Effectively Address Envíronmental lmpacts by Allowing Design-Build
Contractors for Highway Projects to ConductFinsl Design Activities before NEPA Is
Complete

7

a

a

a

Under current law, a design-build contractor for a Federal-aid highway project
is not authorized to commence final design activities until after the conclusion
of the NEPA process (z¡ U.S.C. ttz(bX¡)).
This restriction diminishes the flexibility afforded with the design-build
procurement method, because States are not permitted to allow designers to
þroceed with finat design activities with their own funds under the traditional
design - bid -build method.
ailowing design-build contractors to conduct final design activities would
facilitaté better environmental reviews in conjunction with the design of
projects and would facilitate more efficient and more effective efforts to
address environmental impacts. The lead Federal agencywould continue to
conduct an independent review of the environmental documents and prohibit
the agency from taking any action that would prevent the objective
consideration of alternatives.
CurtailCosts by Atlowíng for Advance Acquisition and Preservatíon of Rail Rightsof -Way before NEPA Is Complete

8

a

a

a

Currently, real property generally cannot be acquired for rail rights-of-way
prior to the completion of the NEPA environmental review process.
Wtrite project sponsors might have an opportunity to purchase better and less
expensive rights-of-way in advance, the lack of clear statutory direction
impedes preservation of rail rights-of-way in advance of project approval.
Altowing the advance property acquisition and preservation of rail corridors for
rail projécts would help control costs and improve project delivery. Right-ofwaypurchase still would be etigible for Federal funding only if used for a
prõ;ect selected through the NEPA process. The risk of bias in the evaluation of
alternatives under these circumstances would be minimal, because project
sponsors would be able to recoup the value of property if a different alternative
ultimately was selected.
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Enhance Inte gr ation of T r ansp ortotion Planning and N EPA by Removing an
tlnneeded Concurrence Point for Usíng Transportatíon Planning Documents snd
Decísíons Ín IVEPA

9

a

a

a

Under current law, lead Federal agencies have been encouraged to adopt or
incorporate by reference relevant documents and decisions into their NEPA
documents. This includes documents from the transportation planning
process. The transportation planning process includes robust study and public
engagement to develop transportation plans for metropolitan areas. In the
MovingAhead for Progress in the 21st CenturyAct (nnan-zt), Congress
formalized the practice of incorporating transportation planning documents
but added a new requirement that cooperating agencies had to concur (23 U.S.C.
168(d)).
Concurrence for incorporating transportation planning documents and
decisions was not previously required and is not required for the adoption of
other documentation. The transportation planning documents already undergo
review and consideration by agencies and the public during plan development.
The additional concurrence point adds an unnecessary step that impedes
efficient environmental review and the integration of the planning and
environmental review process. It also can result in substantial duplication of
work, if a cooperating agency does not concur in the incorporation of

documentation from planning.
Eliminating the requirement for concurrence by a cooperating agency would
reduce duplication and delay, and would facilitate the integration of the NEPA
process with the transportation planning process.
Remove Duplication ín the Review Process
the Interagency Review Tesm

10.

a

a

a

for Mitigation Banking

by Eliminating

The zooS Mitigation Rule that USACE and EPA jointly promulgated includes
specified timelines for various tasks associated with the approval and oversight
of mitigation banks. The Mitigation Rule provides an opportunity for public
and agency review and comment on mitigation banks during the approval
process. In addition to this review, the Mitigation Rule requires a second
review by an interagency review team, consisting of reviewing agencies, Tribal
nations, and the mitigation banking sponsor.
Approval timelines often are extended beyond those specified in the Mitigation
Rule, due to protracted consultation among the interagency review team. The
final approval of a mitigation bank often is delayed because of the time it takes
to resolve disagreements among the entities participating in the second review.
Removing the second review would enhance the efficiency of the mitigation
bank approval time frames. The members of the interagency review team
would still have an opportunity to review and comment through the public
participation process required in the Mitigation Rule.
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Authoríze All Lead Federal Agencies for lnfrastructure Projects to Opt into Highway
snd Tr snsit Stresmlining Procedur es

LL.

a

a

a

Increase Efficienqt by Expedíting Certain SmallTelecommunications Equipment in
NEPA and the Nationsl Historic Preservation Act

12.

a

a

a

Current law requires that wireless deployers comply with both NEPA and the
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) for small cells and Wi-Fi
attachments in the same way that they obtain permits for large towers.
Small cells and Wi-Fi attachments do not have an environmental footprint, nor
do they disturb the environment or historic property. However, despite this
lack of impact, small cells and Wi-Fi attachments typically go through the
same level of analysis and review under NEPA and the NHPA, which needlessly
adds both delays and costs to the process.
Amending the law to expedite small cells and Wi-Fi attachments in NEPA and
the NHPAwould eliminate unnecessary reviews without adversely affecting the
environment.
Creste Incentives for Enhanced Mitígation

t3.
a

a

ttl.

Highway and transit projects currently have specific statutory authority that
promotes efficiencies in the environmental review process for their projects (23
U.S.C. r¡g). This authority promotes efficiencywithout changing any
substantive environmental laws.
However, these benefits are limited because they do not apply to other types of
infrastructure projects.
Amending the current law to allow other lead Federal agencies to opt into these
provisions could make environmental reviews on other infrastructure projects
more efficient. This option would not apply to projects that are eligible under
FAST 4t because they already have separate streamlining provisions.

Current environmental laws focus primarily on adverse environmental impacts
of infrastructure projects, without also recognizing their potential
environmental benefits.
Opportunities for enhancing mitigation or environmentally friendly designs
often are lost, because they detay project developmentwithout providing any
benefit to the project sponsor.
Establishing procedures that expedite environmental or permitting reviews for
projects that enhance the environment through mitigation, design, or other
means would provide incentives for project sponsors to propose more
environmentally beneficial projects. This would streamline the environmental
and permitting review process for those projects that demonstrate an
improvement to the environment.
Modify the Federal Power Act and Other Laws to Prohibit the Ability of Federal
Agencies to Intervene in FERC Proceedíngs
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a

a

a

Under current FERC poticy and regulations, agencies that participate as
cooperating agencies in FERC's preparation of NEPA documents cannot also
intervene in the FERC licensing proceeding. The rationale for FERC's policy is
that cooperating agency staff wilt necessarily engage in off -the-record
communications with FERC staff concerning the merits of issues in the
proceeding. If the agency is subsequently allowed to become an intervenor in
the licensing proceeding, the agencywould then have access to information
that is not available to other parties, in violation of the prohibition on ex parte
communications in both FERCts rules and in the Administrative Procedure Act.
FERC's rules force Federal agencies to choose either to waive their right to
intervene in the proceeding or their right to participate, upon request, as a
cooperating agency in FERCts preparation of an environmental document. By
choosing nót to participate as a cooperating agency, FERC loses the benefit of
the agencyts technical expertise on important environmental issues, thus
inhibiting the identification and resolution of key issues early in the NEPA
process.
Modifying the Federal Power Act and other laws to require Federal agencies,
upon request, to participate as a cooperating agency to a FERC NEPA review
would ensure that agencies fully participate in the preparation of FERC NEPA
documents. Agency participation as a cooperating agency, however, would not
impede that agency's ability to file comments to the FERC docket for the
relevant proceeding nor impede the agency's ability to defend any requested
conditions in court.
Authorize Federal Agencies to Accept Fundíng from Non-Federal Entities to Support
Env ir onmental and P er mitting Review s

t5.

a

a

a

Currently, some legal authority exists for project proponents to contribute
funds to Federal agencies to support such reviews and decisions. This includes
authority for public entities to support Federal agencies, State agencies, and
Indian tribes participating in environmental planning and review processes for
transportation projects (49 U.S.C. 3o7), as well as authority for USACE to accept
fundsfrom non-Federal public entities to provide priority review of permit
applications (33 U.S.C. n52). However, there is no universal authority to accept
funding from non-Federal entities for infrastructure projects.
This timits the ability of Federal agencies to obtain additional resources to help
with the permitting and review process, thus causing further delays in project
development.
Amending the law to provide broader authority for Federal agencies to accept
funds from non-Federal entities to support review of permit applications and
other environmental documents would provide additional resources to
streamline project delivery and would help defray the costs of the
environmental review. This provision would include appropriate controls for
potential conflicts of interest and would maintain the Federal agency's
responsibility to conduct its review independently.
I+l
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C.

Protecting Clean Water with Greater Efficiency

1.

Elíminste Redundsncy, Duplication, and Inconsistency in the Application of Clean
Water Provisions

These provisions would make the following reforms to create greater efficiencies in
the application of clean water provisions:

a.

Authorize Federal agencies to select and use nationwide permits without
additional USACE review. Currently, Federal agencies are required to submit
permit applications to USACE for some projects that meet nationwide permit
(NWP) requirements, including general and regional conditions. Federal
agencies employ staff who are environmental experts and review these
projects before submitting the application to determine whether they meet the
criteria for the applicable NWP. Eliminating the additional USACE review and
allowing Federal agencies to move forward on NWP projects, subject to permit
conditions, would streamline the process and allow USACE to focus on projects
that do not qualify for NWPs, which have greater environmental impacts.
USACE would retain the right to reinitiate its review for any agency that it finds
has incorrectly determined that NWP criteria were met.

b

Consolidate authority to make jurisdictional determinations f.or 4otrpermits.
Under current interpretation of the Clean Water Act, the EPA Administrator,
not the Secretary of the Army, has final authority to construe the jurisdictional
term ttnavigable waters" under Section lrotrof the Clean Water Act. USACE has
decades of experience and expertise in jurisdictional matters, providing the
public approximately 59,ooo written jurisdictional determinations per year.
Estabtishing the Secretary of the Army's authority to make jurisdictional
determinations under the Clean \Ã/ater Act would eliminate duplication of work
and streamline permit decisions. EPA and USACE would continue to coordinate
ttwaters of the U.S.tt
on rulemaking to ensure consistency in the definition of
under the Clean \Ã/ater Act and to reconcile differences in determinations under
other sections of the Clean Water Act.

c.

Eliminate duplicative oversight by removing EPA's authority to veto a 4o/+
permit under Section 4o1*(c). The Secretary of the Army, acting through the
Chief of Engineers, has authority to grant permits for the discharge of dredged
or fill material under Section t otr of the Clean Water Act. EPA can exercise veto
authority prior to, during, and after permit decisions. The threat of the veto
creates significant uncertainty and delays permit decisions, because project
proponents and USACE address perceived concerns to avoid elevation or veto.
Removing EPA's authority to veto a l+ol+permit would make the permitting
process more efficient and predictable.

d

Allow use of one NEPA document for both Section trottand Section 4o8 actions.
Section 4o8 authorizes the Secretary of the Army to grant permission for the
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alteration, occupation, or use of a USACE civil works project if the activity will
not be injurious to the public interest and will not impair the usefulness of the
project (¡¡ U.S.C. 4oS). To make this determination, Section 408 requires a very
similar environmental review to the review required for a Section t+olr,permit.
For actions where both Sections 4o4 and 4o8 aPPlY, two independent
environmental reviews are required, creating unnecessary duplication of work
and delays in issuing permitting decisions.
Eliminate duplication in environmental documentation for authorized USACE
projects pursued by non-Federal interests. Under current law, if a non-Federal
entity intends to implement an authorized USACE civil works project without
an executed project partnership agreement, the non-Federal entitywould need
a permit from the Department of the Army prior to construction (33 U.S.C. 4o3
and 33 U.S.C. ßrrÐ. To authorize the same civil works project, the USACE also
would prepare an environmental review and compliance document. Allowing
the non-Federal interest to use the completed USACE environmental
compliance documentation and decision (e.g., ROD or FONSI) as the
environmental review for the Federal permit decision would reduce duplication
without removing environmental protections.

e

Clarify Time Frames and Reduce Delays

2.
a

a

for

Section 4ot Certífication Decisions

Current law requires receipt of a State Water Quality Certification (Section 4o1
Certification) prior to USACE issuing a Department of the Army (DA) permit
(Section lrotrandsection ro) decision. Under current law, a State is given a
period not to exceed one year to issue its Water Quality Certification, or the
requirement is waived.
In spite of the statutory time frame, States increasingly do not issue permits
within the applicable time frames, or they require applicants to re-file prior to
the one-year lapse, which produces a loop of repeated lack of issuance and re-

filing.
a

Amending the Clean \Ã/ater Act to change the time period for issuance of a State
4or Certification by addressing the time periods for making a completeness
determination and the time for a State decision would reduce this delay.
Stabilize Utility Investments by Lengtheníng the Term of a National Pollutsnt
Discharge Elimination System Permit and Providíng for Automatic Renewals

3

a

a

Currently, the Clean Water Act places a five-year limitation on the term of
permits granted.
This limitation serves as a disincentive to public and private investments in
investor-owned and publicly ornrned utilities when major investments typically
are financed over 20 to 30 years. Moreover, administrative resources in
granting permit renewals can significantly impact the timeliness of permit
renewal requests.
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Lengthening the permit time limit from five years to fifteen years and
proíidittg fo"r autõmatic renewals of such permit!,if the water quality needs do
not requäe more stringent permit limits, would bring more stability to such
investments.

a

D.
1.

Reducing Inefficiencies in the Magnuson Stevens Act
Require Timelines to be Met under the Magnuson Stevens Act or Allow Agency to

Proceedwith Action

.
.
.

E.
1.

The Magnuson Stevens Act allows for both an abbreviated consultation process
(Nationãt Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) must respond within 3o days) and
àn expanded consultation process (NMFS must respond within 6o days) when
evaluating effects to Essential Fish Habitat.
Even with these relatively short time frames, consultations tend to take much
longer to complete, and thus impact the delivery of infrastructure projects.
Req:uiring NMIS to respond to all consultations within 3o days in all cases
(unjess a ¡o-day request for extension is received from NMFS and approved by
the action agenóy) would improve time frames and eliminate delays. If no
response we-re réCeived from NMFS within the required time frame, the action
agency could then move to final agency action.

Reducing Inefficiencies in Protecting Clean Air
Elíminate Confusionby Clarífying thatKetropolitanPlanning OrganizationsNeed
only Conform-to the Most Recent National Ambient Air Quality Standard

o
.

.
2.

Currently, the Clean Air Act requires EPA to establish National Ambient Air
euality Standards (NAAqS) for certain pollutants. It also requires EPAto
pèriodically review and, if necessary, update these standards.
this createi a problem every time EPA promulgates newly updated NAAQS
before prior stãndards are revoked. State DOTs and metropolitan planning organiiations (MPOs) may be required to demonstrate conformity to both the
otãand new standards fof the same pollutant, creating redundancy and
uncertainty, and causing State DOTs and MPOs to spend their limited resources
unnecessarily.
Amending tkre Clean Air Act to clarify that conformity requirements apply-only
to the latõst NAAQS for the same pollutantwould avoid this confusion and
reduce legal challenges.
Reduce tJncertainty by Establishing Motor Vehicle Emissíons Budgets before
Requiring Initialirantportotion Conformity Determinations for Newly Designated

Areas

.

Currently, the Clean Air Act requires a newly designated area to comply with
conformity requirements one year after the effective date of the final
4I+
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a

a

nonattainment designatio n (42 U. S.C. I So 6 (c)). Conf ormity typically is
demonstrated by shówing that an area's transportation plans will not exceed
the motor vehicle emissions budget established for that area.
This creates a problem for newly designated areas because the emissions
budget usually takes longer than a year to establish and for EPA to approve.
in newly designated
Theiefore, in order to demonstrate conformity, MPOs
((an
interim emissions testtt
as
tests,
such
less
suitable
areas have to use other
or a test based on emissions budgets developed for a previous standard for the
same pollutant. These requirements have created confusion and uncertainty.
Allowing transportation conformity to apply one year after EPA approves or
finds thé emissions budgets adequate for conformity purposes would eliminate
confusion and give MPOs certainty in meeting Federal requirements.

F

Reducing Inefficiencies in Preserving Publicly Owned Land and Historic
Properties

I

Remove Overlapping DOI,IISDA, and HIID Reviews from

lndividual Section 4ff)

Evaluations
a

a

a

Under current law, DOT is prohibited from using parklands or historic sites
unless it determines that there is no other prudent and feasible alternative.
Current law requires consultation with DOI, USDA, and the Department of
Housing and Uiban Development (HUD) in making these determinations. The
FHWA/FTA implementing regulations for Section 4(Ð of the DOT Act (z¡ CFR
77rr.Ð require Section 4(f) determinations to be sent to DOI, USDA, and HUD for
review and provide a minimum of 45 days for the agencies to comment.
Current law also provides for an additional r5-day period after the comment
deadline for DOI, USDA, and HUD to transmit comments before FFIWA may
assume no objection (t*g U.S.C. 303 and z3 U.S.C. r¡8).
The DOI, USDA, and HUD reviews can delay project delivery even though the
review generally does not produce any changes in the determinations, because
the agencies have had little direct involvement in a project.
Remõving DOI, USDA, and HUD responsibilities to review individual Section
4(Ð determinations would reduce delays in the project development process
while not reducing protections to parklands and historic sites.
Elimínste Dupticative Reviews of Hístoric Property lmpacts for Transportstion
Projects

2.

a

Under current law, potential impacts of transportation projects on historic sites
must undergo a review under both Section 106 of the NHPA and Section 4(Ð.
These two lãws are different in approach (Section 4(f) results in a substantive
determination and Section ro6 is a process resulting in an agreement), but both
are designed to protect the same historic resources. The FAST Act added an
optional procesi for historic preservation reviews to address this issue, but it
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a

a

added new steps and concurrence points that do not exist in the current
regulatory process.
Conducting two reviews to protect historic properties is redundant and creates
substantial additional work. It is also inconsistent with requirements for other
infrastructure projects, which only need to complywith Section 106. Because of
the additional concurrence points, the optional process included in the FAST
Act is a more cumbersome process and has not been used.
Specifying that an action taken pursuant to a Section 106 agreement does not
cónsdtute a ttuse" under Section 4(f), and therefore would not require a
different analysis, would reduce duplication and delay, without reducing
protections for the historic properties.

Elimínate Redundsncy in Conversion Requirements'lÃ/hen Land Purchssed wíth
Lsnd andWater Conservation Fund Money Is Impacted

3.

a

a

a

Currently, parks and other sites that have been the subject of Land and Water
grants of añy type cannot be converted to other than public outdoor recreation
uses without approval of the NPS. This includes approval of equivalent
property to substitute for the converted area. This requirement applies to
infràstructure projects that might use parks or other recreational facilities that
were funded by Land and Water grants.
Consultingwith the NPS and obtaining its approval for equivalent substitution
property cãn be a lengthy process leading to delayed project delivery. The work
õf ttre NPS often duplicates the work of the lead Federal agency in identifying
equivalent substitute property.
Eliminating the requirement for the NPS approval in identifying and procuring
replacement propertywould eliminate duplicative work and speed project
delivery (including where authority has been delegated to States).
ReducetJncertainty by Establíshing ReclamstionTitleTransfer Authorization

/+

a

a

a

Currently, there is no blanket authorization for Bureau of Reclamation to
transfer title to certain federally owned facilities currently operated by nonFederal partners, who are the primary beneficiaries. Congress provides title
transfer authority with respect to individual facilities.
Obtaining authority from Congress to transfer title for each facility individually
is arduous and very time consuming, often taking several years. Delays in
obtaining title negatively impact the ability of non-Federal partners to obtain
private financing to perform required major rehabilitation and replacement
ñeeds. As a result, entities may need to request funding from the Federal
Government to perform required work.
Establishing new transfer authority in the Bureau of Reclamation would
streamline ihe process and reduce delays for executing title transfers. This also
would facilitate non-Federal partners' ability to seek private financing for
major rehabilitation and replacement needs. Additionally, this would give nonFederal partners greater flexibility in setting operating criteria.
I+6
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5.

ReduceLlncertainty by Authorizing the Secretary of thelnterior to Review andApprove
Permits for Pípelines Crossing Lsnds Administered by the Nstiona.l Parks Service

.

.
.

Current law delegates to the Secretary of the Interior authority to review and
approve rights-of-way across lands administered by the NPS, but only for
eiectric, wáter and communications facilities. For pipelines (natural gas and
oil) and facilities necessary for the production of energy, specific congressional
authorization is needed for each proposed project crossing one of these lands.
Obtaining congressional approval for each pipeline crossing and facilities
necessary for the production of energy is time consuming and delays
construction of needed natural gas pipeline facilities. It also is inconsistent
with the process adopted for other types of facilities.
Autho rizingthe Secretary of the Interior to approve rights-of-way for pipelines
and facilitiõs necessary for the production of energy across NPS-administered
land in a manner identical to that for other facilities would reduce the delays
and uncertainties caused by requiring congressional approval.

II. DELEGATION TO STATES
These provisions will streamline and expand existing procedures to entrust
environmental review and permitting decisions to States. These provisions also
would help avoid duplication by facititating reliance on State and local reviews and

documentation.
Expand Department of Transportation NEPAAssignment Program to Other
Agencies

A.

a

a

Using current authority, DOT has successfully assigned its NEPA
respõnsibilities to six States under certain conditions and contingent upon the
States signing a memorandum of understanding with the DOT.
However, this authorization to assign responsibility is limited to FHWA and
FTA.

a

Authorizing other agencies to assign NEPA responsibilities to States would
extend the benefit oÍ this program to other types of infrastructure agencies and
projects, under requirements similar to those in the DOT NEPA assignment
program.

Allow States to Assume FH\ÃIA Responsibilities for Approval of Right-of-Way
Acquisitions

B

a

Currently, there is no specific authorization for States to assume FHWAts
responsibilities for approving right-of-way acquisition transactions. In
addition, FHWA regulations require States to obtain authorization before
proceeding with any real property acquisition using Federal-aid highway funds
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a

Waiting for FHWA can delay the project delivery process for Federal review of
what has become a routine activity for States.
Providing States with authority to assume some, or all, of FH\Ã/A'
responsifilties for approval of right-of-way acquisitions (subject to the same
tegh protections thal õurrently apply to the right-of-way acquisition process)
wõulá eliminate these delays. DOT would retain the right to terminate a
delegation if a State improperly carries out its responsibilities for approving
right- of -way acquisitions.
Broaden NEPAAssignment Program to Include Other Determinations

c.
a

a

a

Currently, the Surface Transportation Project Delivery Program (((NE_PA
assignmônt program") allows States to fully assume Federal responsibilities
undõr NEPAÏor highway and transit projects. However, it prohibits DOT from
assigning, and Staies from assuming responsibility for, anyproject-level
confãrmity determination required under the Clean Air Act for the same
projects (42 U.S.C. 75¡,6). It also does not authorize States to assume
iesponsibilities for determinations regarding flood plain protectionand noise
policies, whichwould affect determinations made by States during the
ènvironmental review process (23 U.S.C. ro9 and 327).
This inconsistent treatment diminishes the effect of the NEPA assignment
program. It causes the environmental review process assumed by a State to be
interrupted or impacted by Federal approvals or determinations during an
environmental review that otherwise has been fully assumed by the State.
Atlowing DOT to assign, and States to assume, project-level transportation
conformity determinations and determinations regarding flood plain
protectioni and noise policies as part of the NEPA assignment program would
create a more efficient NEPA assignment program. It also would provide an
incentive for additional States to participate in the NEPA assignment program.
Consistentwith the requirements of the NEPA assignment program, States
would need to demonstrate the technical capacity to make these
determinations. This provision would not change EPA's responsibilities under
the Clean Air Act.

III. PILOT PROGRAMS
These provisions would create pitot programs to experiment with newways to address
environmental impacts while delivering projects in a more timely and predictable
way.

A.

Performance-Based Pilot
a

This pilot program would experiment with using environmental performance
meaJures instead of an environmental review process to address
environmental impacts of an infrastructure project. Up to ro projects would be
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selected to participate in the pilot based on project size, national or regional
significance, and opportunities for environmental enhancements.
Tñe project sponsor for a selected project would agree to design its project to
performance standards and permitting parameters established by thelead
federãl agency. The lead Federal agency would develop these standards with
pubtic infut añd in coordination with other cooperating Federal agencies. The
þroject sþonsorts agreement to meet the performance standards and
þetinittiñg parameiers would be in lieu of complying with NEPA and relevant
permits or other authorizations.
îhe performance standards would result in design elements and enhanced
mitigation that address the impacts of the project and meet permit
requlrements. The pilot would support the goals and objectivesof NEPA and
meet permit obligations without being constrained by its procedural
requiiements. It would focus on good environmental outcomes rather than a
lengthy environmental review process.

-..t

.

B.

Negotiated Mitigation Pilot

.
.

.
.

This pilot program would experiment with negotiation of mitigation to address
environmental impacts of transportation projects.
This pilot would authorize the Secretary of Transportation (or other
infrastructure agencies) to establish an alternative decision-making process in
lieu of NEPA, baied on negotiated mitigation agreements and supporting
mitigation markets that aãdress anticipated project impacts for a specific set of
projects.
Ñegotiated mitigation strategies could include purchas,e of offsets, avoidance of
aniícipated impãcß, and in-lieu-fee dedicated to an advanced mitigation-fu1d.
This pìlot also would establish conditions and limitations for the DOT authority
under this pilot.

IV. IUDICIAL REFORM
These provisions would reform judicial review standards for environmental reviews to
avoid protracted litigation and to make court decisions more consistent. These
provisìons also would narrow the scope of judicial reviewby exempting certain
actions or issues from challenge.

A.

Limit Injunctive Relief to Exceptional Circumstances
a

a

Currently, a legal challenge to a project under NEPA can delay the start of a
project, áue to the uncertáinty it creates about whether the project will be able
to proceed.
This creates unpredictabitity regarding time frames for projects, which at the
outset can discóurage potential investors, and in the end can postpone the
pubtic benefits of needed infrastructure projects.
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a

Limiting injunctive relief to exceptional circumstances would allow for
environmental concerns to be addressed without unduly delaying needed
infrastructure proj ects.
Revise Statute of Limitations for Federal Infrastructure Permits or Decisions
to 15O Days

B.

a

a

Currently, for many infrastructure projects, the statute of limitations allows
plaintiffs to file tegat challenges to Federal permitting and authorization
decisions for up tosix years after the decisions have been issued. In addition,
under the progiam in which States can substitute comparable State laws for
NEPA (((NEPA substitution prograffr"), the statute of limitations is two years
(z¡ U.S.C. 33o).
Infrastructure projects require significant investment in time and resources.
Delays and uncertainty caused by legal challenges to environmental and
permitting decisions inhibit investment in projects and impede the delivery of
þubhc benefits from improved infrastructure. These delays and uncertainties
ãre exacerbated by longstatutes of limitations, creating uncertainty well after
decisions have been made.
Estabtishing a uniform statute of limitations of r5o days for decisions and
permits on infrastructure projects would reduce uncertainty and prevent
substantial delays in project delivery, while still affording affected parties an
adequate opportunity to initiate legal challenges. A 1!o-day statute of
timitaüonJwoutd be consistent with the statute of limitations Congress already
has enacted for surface transportation projects. In addition, revising the
statute of limitations for the NEPA substitution program to 15o days would
remove a barrier to States using this program.

provide Certainty in Claims on Currentness of Data in Environmental Reviews
and Permits

c
a

a

a

Environmental reviews and permitting decisions require in-depth studies and
data. These reviews can be costly and time consuming. Project sponsors and
Federal agencies are expected to use current data in conducting their
environmental and permitting reviews.
With projects spanning several years, a project sponsor may need to conduct
multþle studiei to generate data on the same issue. Vr/hile using complete and
up-to--date data is ñecessary to make an informed decision, litigation risk
shoutd not be the primary driver in decidingwhether to conduct a new study.
Directing Federal agencies to establish guidelines regarding when new studies
and data are requirèd would clarify requirements and create more certainty in
the NEpA proceis. Courts would be precluded from reviewing any claims based
on the curientness of data, so long as agencies were in compliance with their
established guidelines. In a case where agencies' guidelines for the same data
conflict, the guidance for the lead agencywould prevail.
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DEVELOPMENT
PART 4
-\ATORKFORCE
These provisions are dedicated to the American workforce and to policies that will
help Americans secure stable, well-paying jobs. The American workforce is an
important national asset, and thus should be included in legislation aiming to
strengthen and invest in our countryts infrastructure.

Currently, there are almost seven million individuals looking for work and roughty_ti*
million unfilled jobs. Past Federal policies have left too many Americans behind. This
Administration is committed to hetping more individuals access affordable, relevant,
quality education and skills-development that leads to full-time work and long-term
cãreers. These provisions also will have the important benefit of helping more
companies find skitled workers to fill open jobs.
An infrastructure bitl will generate new projects that directly increase employment in
the construction industry, as well as boost the demand for labor more broadly as
additional infrastructure investment spurs economic growth. The provisions outlined
below will ensure our country has enough skilted workers to perform not only existing
workbut also fill the new jobs created by the bilt.
I. ACCESS TO EDUCATION AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Expand Pell Grant Eligibility to High-Quality, Short-Term Programs

A.
a

a

a

The Federal Government spends tens of billions of dollars each year in grants
for postsecondary education. However, the vast majority of these funds are
avallable only to help pay for courses that meet certain time and/or length
requirements. This model is becoming outdated given the expansion of shortterm education and workforce development programs that teach relevant skills
and hetp individuals secure well-paying jobs. For example, Pell Grants are
generally available only to students who do not yet have a bachelorts degree
ãnd whoare enrolled in institutions of higher education offering degree
programs of at least 6oo clockhours or r5 weeks in length.
Pell Grants are not available for individuals pursuing shorter-term
certifications, including persons who are in skilled trades and who are
achieving certifications as part of an apprenticeship proglam. The Workforce
Innovatiõn and Opportunity Act (WIOA) can fund some of these types of
education, but itJfunding is broadly distributed across a variety of worKorce
development efforts.
Expanãing Pell Grant eligibility to high-quality, short-term programs would
attõw indÑiduals to use Pell Grants to pay for short-term programs that lead to
a credential or certification in an in-demand field. There is no "one size fits
all,, approach to postsecondary education. Rather, there are multiple pathways
to suicèss for students, and Federal law should enable students to explore and
access these pathways. It is of utmost importance that, as Pell recipients are
given greatei flexibility in spending grant dollars, measures are undertaken to
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ensure students receive quality education. Additionally, efforts should be taken
to ensure high-quality, short-term courses and programs are available in fields
where there are shortages of qualified workers.

B.

Reform Career and Technical Education
a

a

Equipping Americans with the education needed to do the jobs available in our
mõ¿èin eionomy does not just require changes to our postsecondary education
and workforce development policies; it requires changes to our secondary
education policies as well. One Federal program related to skills-development
and careerreadiness - the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education
(CTE) program - is in dire need of reform. CTE funds are spread thinly and
suppoit abroad, fragmented range of activities, many of which are unlikely to
improve student outiomes and are often not aligned to local workforce needs.
Toõ often, CTE programs do not successfully prepare students for jobs in highdemand fields or local industries. In the 2ot5-2oL6 school year, the most
common CTE field for secondary CTE concentrators - those who specialize in a
single CTE field - was arts and design, followed by business and health.
Enalting a modified version of the Perkins CTE reauthorization bill passed by
the Houie in lune zorT (H.R.4ß) would ensure that more students in
Americats secondary and postsecondary institutions have access to highquatity technical education that teaches them practical knowledge and skills
needed in today's technology-driven economy. There are several important
opportunities to amend H.R.2353to improve the legislation and advance the
Administration's goals. Needed amendments include:
Directing the majority of funding to high schools to promote strategies such
as apprenticeship, work-based learning, and dual-enrollment.
Authorizing activities to promote and expand apprenticeships.
Increasing high-quatity CTE programs in high schools by promoting STEM
CTE offerings and other offerings related to in-demand industry sectors
(determined using the \Ã/IOA definition as a starting point and expanded
based on input from the private sector) and requiring that they are
evidenced-based (as defined by the Every Student Succeeds Act).
Allowing States to pool funds to support regional centers and consortia that
support multipte districts in partnership with local businesses and other
community stakeholders.
Strengthening the bill's emphasis on the use of evidence-based research.
Authorizingfunding for fast-track programs that prepare high school
graduates for jobs rebuilding America's infrastructure.

o
o
o

o

o
o

Strengthen Ties to the Workforce for College Students

C.
a

The Federal Work Study program (FWS) currently is not well-suited or targeted
to support students pursuing career and technical education, especially for
low-income and low-skilled students seeking to enter or return to the

workforce quickly.
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a

a

four-year non-profit and
quatity
two-year programs, many of
ftagship public institutions, leaving out
which have a uniquely strong focus on workplace readiness.
Enacting FWS reforms to better distribute the aid to schools and students who
can most benefit would ensure that more participants obtain relevant
workplace experience, including by participating in an apprenticeship. This
could include:
o Revamping the funding formula to send funds to schools with a strong
record in enrolling Pell students and putting them on a pathway to success.
o Limiting eligibility to undergraduates.
o Using program dollars to fund career-related internships or expanding
apprenticeship and career pathway programs.
FWS funds are disproportionately distributed to

II. EMPOWERING WORKERS
Reform Licensing Requirements for Individuals Seeking a Iob on an
Infrastructure Project

A.

a

a

a

In many cases, States accepting Federal funding to support infrastructure
projects do not allowworkers with out-of-State skilled trade licenses to work
on those projects.
Preventing out-of-State professionals from working on infrastructure projects
can: (r) reduce the speed of these projects, delaying the effect of the economic
benefit they provide; and (z) increase the cost of the projects by artificially
limiting the supply of professionals available to work on those projects. These
provisions also put Americans who live in rural States or other areas at a
disadvantage since they frequently need to relocate (often temporarily) in order
to secure work.
Requiring that States accepting Federal funds for infrastructure projects accept
workers with out-of-State licenses to work on those projects would speed
project delivery, reduce project costs, and provide flexibility to workers with
out-of- State skilled trade licenses.

###
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WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
UPDATE ON REVISIONS TO
WATER SHORTAGE CONTINGENCY PLAN

SUMMARY:
The last significant revision to IRWD's Water Shortage Contingency Plan (WSCP) occurred in
2009. Staff is in the process of revising the WSCP to address changes in IRWD's projected
water supplies, anticipated new legislative requirements and to accommodate adjustments to
IRWD customer water budgets during water supply shortages that can be incorporated into
IRWD's annual Proposition 218 notices. At the Committee meeting, staff will provide an
overview of the revisions that are being made to the WSCP. Staff recommends that the
Committee provide input on the proposed approach to adjusting customer water budget
allocations at various stages of water shortage within the WSCP, which can then be included in
IRWD's annual Proposition 218 notices.

BACKGRQUND:
Irvine Ranch Water District's WSCP allows it to strategically reduce water use through actions
that are staged dependent upon severity of water shortages. This plan was significantly revised
in 2009 and slightly modified in20l4 during the statewide drought in response to State
mandated reductions. In20l6, Woodard Curran (formerly RMC) was hired to update IRWD's
WSCP to be consistent with new requirements for Urban Water Management Plans. Those
revisions were addressed in the WSCP which was included as part of the IRWD's 2015 Urban
'Water
Management Plan, which was adopted by the IR\MD Board and submitted to the
Department of Water Resources in20l6.
Revisine IRWD's Water Shortage Contingency Plan:
Currently the WSCP is being revised by staff with the assistance of Woodard Curran. The
ongoing revisions will address the following:
o
o
o

Changes to IRWD's projected water supplies based on the 2016 Water Supply Reliabilify

Evaluation;
Anticipated long-term water efficiency legislation that would substantially modiff
requirements for water shortage contingency planning; and
Adjustments to IRWD'S rate structure during a water shortage consistent with
notification requirements of Proposition 2 I 8.

Following is an overview of each of the revisions being made to the WCSP.
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Proj ected Water Supplies

:

The WSCP is being updated to reflect changes in IRWD's projected water supplies based on the
results of IRV/D's 2016 Water Supply Reliability Evaluation. This evaluation quantified the
benefits of IR\ilD's use of water banking project supplies that have been developed by IRIVD
for use in the event of water shortages. These benefits will be reflected in revisions to the
WSCP. The WSCP revisions will also address water system intemrption conditions based on
'Water
both the Reliability Evaluation and the Municipal
District of Orange County's 2016 Water
Reliability Study. The updated WSCP will define the level of impact (duration and magnitude)
for each supply or system related shortage condition. It will also include specific correlations to
levels of shortages associated with Water Supply Allocations implemented by Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California. The updated WSCP will define a list of voluntary
measures, non-rate response measures and rate response measures tbr each level of shortage.

Long-Term Water Efficiency Legislation:
In May 2016, Governor Brown signed Executive Order B-37-16, directing State Agencies to
establish a framework for long-term water efficiency and drought planning to build on the
conservation achieved during the historic drought and implementation of the Governor's Water
Action Plan. In January 2017, the State Agencies released a framework that resulted in the
introduction of several pieces of legislation. It is expected that the State will pass long-term
water efficiency legislation in 2018 that is likely to include the following provisions for water
shortage contingency planning:

o
o
o
o
o

Requirements and procedures for annual water supply and demand assessments;
Six standardized shortage stages;
Anticipated response measures and communication protocols for each shortage stage;
A drought risk assessment and comparison of the total water supply sources available to
the total projected water use during a drought period; and
An assessment of the potential financial impacts associated with a shortage response.

These provisions of water shortage contingency planning are being incorporated into the updated
WSCP that staff is preparing with the assistance of \üoodard Curran.

Rate Structure Adjustments and Proposition 218:

IRWD's'Water Budget Based Rate Structure is the primary mechanism for providing revenue
stability during periods of reduced demands that occur during periods of water supply shortage.
It is also the primary mechanism for reporting and enforcing water conservation within the
service area during a shortage. Adjustments to customer water budgets are a key response
measure in the WSCP. Reductions to water budgets equitably reduce demands in a shortage
period by targeting wasteful use through stronger price signals.
Proposition 218 requires publicly noticing customers of any proposed rate increases at least 45
days prior to adoption of the rate change, and providing an opportunity for customers to provide

'Water
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written protest letters to the proposed change, During a water supply shortage, these Proposition
218 noticing requirements could delay IRWD from implementing timely rate response measures.
In order to provide flexibility to implement effective response measures during a shortage, staff
has worked with Woodard and Curran to develop an approach for revising the WSCP that would
be consistent with Proposition 218 noticing requirements. The proposed approach evaluates
water conservation potential by customer sector and pre-defines adjustments to customer water
budgets by water shortage stage in the WSCP. The proposed water budget adjustments would be
response measures that will be included in the WSCP for the various stages of water supply
shortages that can then be included into IRWD's annual Proposition 218 notices.
The approach described above would ensure customers have advance notice of Water Budget
Based Rate changes that could be implemented in the event of a water supply shortage. At the
Committee meeting, staff will provide additional details associated with the proposed approach.
Staff recommends that the Committee provide input on the proposed approach to adjusting
customer water budgets in the IVSCP that can then be included in IRWD's annual Proposition
218 notices,

FISCAL IMPACTS:
None.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE:
Not applicable.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Committee provide input on the proposed approach to adjusting
customer water budget allocations at various stages of water shortage within the'Water Supply
Contingency Plan, which can then be included in IRWD's annual Proposition 218 notices.

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
None.

